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While the standard construction of the S-matrix fails on Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, a gen-
eralized S-matrix makes sense, based on the hypercylinder geometry induced by the boundary of
AdS. In contrast to quantum field theory in Minkowski spacetime, there is not yet a standard way
to resolve the quantization ambiguities arising in its construction. These ambiguities are conve-
niently encoded in the choice of a complex structure. We explore in this paper the space of complex
structures for real scalar Klein-Gordon theory based on a number of criteria. These are: invariance
under AdS isometries, induction of a positive definite inner product, compatibility with the stan-
dard S-matrix picture and recovery of standard structures in Minkowski spacetime under a limit of
vanishing curvature. While there is no complex structure that satisfies all demands, we emphasize
two interesting candidates that satisfy most: In one case we have to give up part of the isometry
invariance, in the other case the induced inner product is indefinite.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key problem for quantum field theory in Anti-de-Sitter (AdS) spacetime arises from the failure of the standard
notion of S-matrix. That is, due to the lack of a continuous spectrum of temporally asymptotic free states the usual
construction of the S-matrix cannot capture interesting dynamics. In the context of the AdS/CFT conjecture an
S-matrix type approach has been proposed using “boundary states” [1]. Unfortunately, the quantum field theoretic
meaning of this approach has remained unclear due to a lack of conceptual foundation for a notion of boundary state
and due to other ad hoc ingredients. The boundary in this case has the geometry of a sphere in space extended over
all of time, i.e., a hypercylinder. In particular, it is timelike. A conceptual basis for a notion of states on timelike
hypersurfaces [2] has emerged in the context of the General Boundary Formulation (GBF) of quantum theory [3, 4].
A hypercylinder geometry in particular was considered in [5]. This lead to a first principles approach to generalizing
the S-matrix with a first realization in Minkowski spacetime [6, 7]. Application of this approach to de Sitter spacetime
[8, 9] and discussion for a larger class of curved spacetimes followed [10]. The application to AdS was outlined in
[11], based precisely on the observation that in AdS the hypercylinder geometry is a much more appropriate home
for asymptotic free states than the early and late equal-time hypersurfaces of the conventional S-matrix. The present
paper is dedicated to a realization of this application to AdS.
We limit our attention in this paper to a real scalar Klein-Gordon field. As usual, its quantum field theory is
obtained by quantization from the classical Klein-Gordon field theory. In contrast to standard canonical quantization,
however, a space of global solutions of the classical equations of motion is not a sufficient starting point for quantization
in the GBF [12]. Rather, spaces of solutions that cannot be extended over all of spacetime play an essential role [5].
The treatment of classical Klein-Gordon field theory on AdS in [13] contains precisely the required ingredients.
Following the strategy outlined in [11], the key additional ingredient for quantizing the classical field theory and
setting up the generalized S-matrix is a complex structure. More precisely, for any physical spacetime region of
interest, we need to consider the hypersurfaces arising as its boundary (components). For any such hypersurface Σ
the classical field theory provides a symplectic vector space (LΣ, ωΣ) of solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations
in a neighborhood of Σ [12, 14]. Quantization requires a complex structure JΣ on this vector space, compatible
with the symplectic structure. This is intimately related to the Feynman propagator. In text book style canonical
quantization this distinguishes between “positive and negative energy” solutions and is essentially fixed by requiring
Poincaré symmetry.
The complex structure is the main technical focus of the present article. More precisely, it is the complex structure
on the hypercylinder as this is the relevant geometry for the generalized S-matrix in AdS. As in standard canonical
quantization, the main guiding principle in determining the complex structure is invariance with respect to isometries.
This guarantees in turn the desired invariance of amplitudes and ultimately, the (generalized) S-matrix. An additional
requirement in standard quantization is that the complex structure when combined with the symplectic structure yields
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2a positive definite inner product on the respective space of solutions. This insures in turn a positive definite inner
product on the Fock space of quantum states. However, this requirement, while convenient, turns out not to be
necessary for a consistent theory [15].
There are further guiding principle available in the present case. One arises from the fact that Minkowski spacetime
is the flat limit of AdS spacetime. This can be translated into limiting relations for spaces of solutions, symplectic
structures and also complex structures. Correspondence to well established structures in Minkowski spacetime can
thus be used to constrain the structures on AdS. We exploit this to constrain the complex structure.
A further valuable consistency condition arises from the comparison of S-matrices associated to different asymptotic
geometries. It is part of our point of course that there cannot be an equivalence between the standard S-matrix and
the one associated to the hypercylinder geometry as exhibited in Minkowski spacetime in [6, 7]. However, we show
that a weaker version of such an equivalence does make sense here.
Our main results are the following: We survey the landscape of complex structures with a view to implementing as
many of the desired features as possible. This leads us in particular to two candidates that satisfy most properties.
(There is none that satisfies all.) In one case we sacrifice positive definiteness, in the other we sacrifice some (boost)
isometry invariance.
We start in Section II with a short review of the S-matrix and its relevant generalization. In Section III we recall
essentials of the geometry of AdS and review the relevant spaces of classical solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.
We proceed in Section IV to lay out the path to the generalized S-matrix in AdS with focus on the key role played
by the complex structure. The core technical results on the complex structure and resulting amplitudes are presented
in Section V. A short summary is offered in Section VI. The appendices contain details concerning Klein-Gordon
theory in Minkowski spacetime (Appendix A), flat limits of AdS Klein-Gordon solutions (Appendix B), isometries on
AdS Klein-Gordon solutions (Appendix C), and imposing rotational and time-translation symmetry on the complex
structure in AdS (Appendix D).
II. S-MATRIX AND GBF
A. Conventional S-matrix
The main tool for extracting predictions from perturbative QFT is the S-matrix. It is usually constructed as the
limit of the transition amplitude from a free initial state ψin at time tin to a free final state ψout at time tout when
tin → −∞ and tout → ∞. It will be useful to recall explicitly how the S-matrix is obtained using sources, the
Feynman propagator and coherent states, see e.g., [16]. Let L be the phase space of the free field theory which we
can identify here with the space of global solutions. For each element in η ∈ L there is a normalized coherent state
ψη in the Hilbert space H of the free theory, obtained by exponentiating the corresponding creation operator,
ψη = exp
(
1√
2
a†η
)
ψ0, (1)
where ψ0 is the vacuum. Consider a source µ via adding to the free action a term
Dµ(φ) =
∫
dxµ(x)φ(x). (2)
We use notation suggesting a real scalar field. The transition amplitude for the theory with source, between an initial
coherent state ψηin and a final coherent state ψηout is then,
〈ψηout , Uµ[tin,tout]ψηin〉 = 〈ψηout , ψηin〉 exp
(
i
∫
dxµ(x)ηˆ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
dxdx′ µ(x)GF (x, x′)µ(x′)
)
. (3)
Uµ[tin,tout] denotes here the unitary time evolution operator and GF the Feynman propagator. ηˆ is a en element of the
complexified phase space LC. It is sometimes called the “classical asymptotic field”. Concretely,
ηˆ =
1
2
(ηin + ηout) +
i
2
(Jηin − Jηout). (4)
Here, J : L → L is the complex structure that multiplies positive energy solutions with i and negative energy
solutions with −i. In other words, ηˆ coincides with ηin in its negative energy component and with ηout in its positive
energy component.
3Due to the parametrization of coherent states in terms of global solutions (interaction picture), the expression (3)
is independent of the choice of tin and tout, as long as the source is contained completely in the interval [tin, tout].
Consider an interaction that contributes to the action through a potential term,∫
dxV (φ(x)). (5)
The corresponding S-matrix, denoted UV here, is then given by the formal expression,
〈ψηout , UV ψηin〉 = exp
(
i
∫
dxV
(
−i δ
δµ(x)
))
〈ψηout , Uµψηin〉
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (6)
Before proceeding to a more general perspective on the S-matrix, we motivate it by some simple observations and
changes of notation. Instead of representing transition amplitudes through evolution operators U : H → H we
represent them as maps ρ : H⊗H∗ → C, where H∗ is the dual Hilbert space of H,
ρ(ψ ⊗ ψ′) = 〈ψ′, Uψ〉. (7)
We call them amplitude maps. More specifically we shall write here ρ, ρµ and ρV for the amplitude maps of the free
theory, the theory with source µ and the theory with interaction potential V , respectively. The Hilbert space H is
the Fock space over L, where L is equipped with the Hilbert space structure of the 1-particle space. Correspondingly,
the tensor product Hilbert space H∂ := H⊗H∗ is the Fock space over the complex Hilbert space L∂ := L⊕L. Here
L denotes L with reversed complex structure and complex conjugated inner product. What is more, the product of a
coherent state in H and a coherent state in H∗ is a coherent state in H∂ , parametrized by an element η = (ηin, ηout)
in L∂ = L⊕ L and generated by an operator the form (1) on H∂ . We write,
ψη = ψ(ηin,ηout) = ψηin ⊗ ψηout . (8)
With this notation, formula (3) for the amplitude with source takes the form,
ρµ(ψη) = ρ(ψη) exp
(
i
∫
dxµ(x)ηˆ(x)
)
exp
(
i
2
∫
dxdx′ µ(x)GF (x, x′)µ(x′)
)
. (9)
Similarly, the S-matrix formula (6) rewrites as,
ρV (ψ) = exp
(
i
∫
dxV
(
−i δ
δµ(x)
))
ρµ(ψ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
. (10)
B. Generalized amplitudes
As the notation suggests, the formulas (9) and (10) apply much beyond the context given in the previous section.
Underlying this are generalized notions of amplitude, observable and S-matrix. These can be made sense of in the
General Boundary Formulation of quantum theory (GBF) [3, 4]. In particular, amplitudes can be associated to
spacetime regions that are not of the special form [tin, tout]×R3 (or [−∞,∞]×R3). To do this we need a state space
H∂M assigned to the boundary ∂M of the region M . The amplitude map on M is then a linear map H∂M → C.
In the special case of a region [tin, tout] × R3, the boundary decomposes into two connected components, one at tin
and one at tout. The boundary state space correspondingly decomposes into a tensor product of two Hilbert spaces
Hin⊗H∗out, the second one being here dual to the first. The amplitude map is then a conventional transition amplitude
and corresponds to an operator. In general, however, a single Hilbert (or Krein) space accommodates both, incoming
and outgoing particles [2].
It turns out that formula (9) provides the amplitude for a free bosonic field theory with a source µ in an arbitrary
spacetime region M in an arbitrary spacetime, given that its ingredients are defined [17, 18]. We proceed to explain
this starting with a free classical field theory on an unspecified spacetime. Given a hypersurface Σ denote by LΣ the
real vector space of solutions of the equations of motion in a neighborhood of Σ. (Strictly speaking we should consider
“germs” of solutions.) The second variation of the action yields an anti-symmetric bilinear form ωΣ : L×L → R, the
symplectic structure. We assume this to be non-degenerate. (Otherwise one has to resort to symplectic reduction.)
This makes LΣ into a symplectic vector space. It is the phase space on Σ. For a spacetime region M we denote by
LM the real vector space of solutions of the equations of motion in M . Let rM : LM → L∂M be the map that
restricts a solution in M to a neighborhood of the boundary ∂M . Remarkably, the subspace LM˜ := r(LM ) ⊆ L∂M
4is generically a Lagrangian subspace [14]. That is, the symplectic form ω∂M vanishes on LM˜ , and LM˜ is a maximal
subspace with this property.
To quantize the theory we need a compatible complex structure JΣ on LΣ for each hypersurface Σ. That is JΣ
must satisfy J2Σ = −1Σ and ωΣ(JΣφ1, JΣφ2) = ωΣ(φ1, φ2). Then,
gΣ(φ1, φ2) := 2ωΣ(φ1, JΣφ2) and {φ1, φ2}Σ := gΣ(φ1, φ2) + 2iωΣ(φ1, φ2) (11)
define a real and a complex inner product on LΣ, respectively. In standard quantization the complex structure is such
that gΣ (and thus also {·, ·}Σ) is positive definite. However, a quantization where these structures are indefinite is
perfectly consistent, provided we respect associated superselection rules when extracting probabilities and expectation
values [15]. (In fact, in fermionic field theories indefinite inner products appear necessarily when giving up the
restriction to spacelike hypersurfaces [15].) With the complex inner product (and upon completion), LΣ is a complex
Hilbert space (or Krein space in the indefinite case). This is the “one-particle” space. The state space HΣ is the
bosonic Fock space over LΣ. (In the indefinite case, the Fock space is also indefinite and a Krein space.)
Given a spacetime region M , the fact that LM˜ ⊆ L∂M is Lagrangian has an important consequence: L∂M de-
composes as a direct sum L∂M = LM˜ ⊕ J∂MLM˜ over R [12]. For η ∈ L∂M we write this as η = ηR + J∂MηI with
ηR, ηI ∈ LM˜ . Define the element ηˆ := ηR − iηI in the complexified subspace LCM˜ ⊆ LC∂M . Remarkably, the amplitude
map for the region M can be expressed in closed form, using these ingredients. Given η ∈ L∂M , the amplitude of the
associated coherent state ψη ∈ H∂M is [12],
ρM (ψη) = exp
(
1
4
g∂M (ηˆ, ηˆ)
)
. (12)
Even though we consider a free theory where everything is supposed to be simple, this result is still striking: It
applies irrespective of the shape of the spacetime region M and without even specifying what kind of spacetime we
are actually in. Of course, restrictions on both are hidden in the assumptions we have made on the various ingredients,
in particular the complex structure. We are still very far from a general understanding of these restrictions in terms
of spacetime structure and field theory.
If we add to the action a linear functional D on field configurations KM in M , i.e., D : KM → R linear, then the
equations of motion in M are modified. There is a special solution ξD of these modified equations with the property
that its restriction to the boundary lies in J∂MLM˜ ⊆ L∂M . The amplitude for the thus modified theory can be shown
to take the form [17, 18],
ρDM (ψη) = ρM (ψη) exp (iD(ηˆ)) exp
(
i
2
D(ξD)− 1
2
g∂M (r(ξD), r(ξD))
)
. (13)
Introducing a source term µ via (2) is a special case of this. The expression (13) turns then into the expression (9)
with the three factors on the right hand side in exact correspondence. For the third factor, this can be seen [18]
through the relation between complex structure and Feynman propagator [19].
We return to the setting of Section IIA to see how it fits into the framework just presented. The vector space L∂
may be viewed as the space of solutions of the classical equations of motion in a neighborhood of the boundary of
the spacetime region [tin, tout]×R3 (or [−∞,∞]×R3). Because of the Cauchy property such a solution is equivalent
to a pair of two (generically distinct) global solutions. Hence, L∂ = Lin ⊕ Lout with each summand equivalent to L.
Lin inherits the complex structure of L while Lout has the opposite complex structure, due to its opposite orientation
as a boundary component of the region. Combining the two yields the complex structure J∂ : L∂ → L∂ given by
J∂(ηin, ηout) = (Jηin,−Jηout). The space of solutions inside the region is again equivalent to L. Thus, given η ∈ L∂ ,
ηˆ = ηR − iηI is an element of LC. As is straightforward to verify now, it is precisely given by formula (4).
Given a quantum field theory and a spacetime regionM , the availability of a compatible notion of source amplitude
in M via formula (13) or (9) depends crucially on the availability of a suitable complex structure on ∂M . This is a
given for standard QFTs and spacelike hypersurfaces in Minkowski spacetime. There, invariance under Poincaré trans-
formations determines a complex structure essentially uniquely. For some relevant results for time-like hypersurfaces
(not necessarily explicitly using the language of a complex structure), see [2, 5, 12, 20].
C. Generalized S-matrix
We are interested here in the particular case of spacetime regions extended to infinity to cover all of spacetime. In
this case the interacting theory can be described perturbatively through formula (10). As recalled above, the usual
S-matrix in Minkowski space is obtained by taking a time-interval region [tin, tout] and sending the boundaries to
5infinity, tin → −∞ and tout → ∞. However, this is not the only possibility. A particularly compelling setup is the
following: Consider the sphere S2r of radius r centered at the origin of space, extend this over all of time in Minkowski
spacetime. This yields a hypercylinder R× S2r. The interior is the region spanned by a ball of radius r extended over
all of time, R × B3r. We call this type of region a rod region. Physically, we are considering an experiment that is
spatially confined, but may run continuously. We are injecting and detecting particles from a distance r from the
center, but at any time. The asymptotic idealization is achieved by letting r go to infinity, moving out from the
interaction region, where it is well justified to consider particles as free. One might even argue that this setup is more
physically compelling than the usual asymptotics in time. It was shown in [7] that the resulting asymptotic amplitude
is in fact precisely equivalent to the usual S-matrix.
Physically, the equivalence is based on a correspondence between asymptotic classical solutions. In the standard
S-matrix setting these solutions are pairs of global solutions, one at early times and one at late times. We have already
identified this space of solutions as L∂T = Lin ⊕ Lout, (but note the slight change of notation). In the hypercylinder
setting the solutions live in the space L∂R, arising as the limit of the space of solutions Lr in a neighborhood of the
hypercylinder R × S2r of radius r, when r goes to infinity. In this case there is a subtlety. In addition to the usual
propagating solutions, Lr contains evanescent solutions (that is, solutions showing exponential behavior in space, and
thus well-defined in a neighborhood of the hypercylinder with finite radius r, while diverging for r → ∞). The
evanescent solutions are absent, however, in L∂R. Taking this into account, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the elements of L∂R and those of L∂T . More precisely, there is an equivalence between L∂R and L∂T as
symplectic vector spaces. For this equivalence to survive quantization we need to choose corresponding complex
structures on L∂R and L∂T . Then L∂R and L∂T are equivalent as complex Hilbert (or Krein) spaces. Consequently,
the state spaces of the quantum theory, i.e., the Fock spaces over L∂R and L∂T will also be equivalent as complex
Hilbert (or Krein) spaces. What is more, as a consequence of the classical correspondence, the amplitudes will be the
same, without and with sources. For later use, we refer to this equivalence as amplitude equivalence. For examples of
amplitude equivalence in curved space times, see [8–10, 20].
The availability of different asymptotic regimes in a given spacetime becomes particularly interesting when they
are inequivalent. This is the case of AdS spacetime. As is well known the conventional S-matrix approach fails due
to the lack of temporally asymptotically free states. From the present perspective this manifests itself as follows.
The space Lt of admissible solutions in a neighborhood of the equal-time hypersurface at time t is rather small and
admits only discrete energy levels. There is a larger continuum of solutions, but these do not decay sufficiently fast
at spatial infinity to be “normalizable”. The negative curvature of AdS makes the solutions behave akin to being in a
box potential: only those solutions that vanish at radial infinity (the “wall of the box”) are normalizable.
On the other hand, it was shown in [13] that a hypercylinder geometry leads to a very different picture. The space of
admissible solutions Lr in a neighborhood of the hypercylinder of radius r contains a full continuum of solutions. This
suggests to build the physical S-matrix in AdS on the asymptotic hypercylinder geometry rather than the conventional
asymptotic time-interval geometry [11]. While the requisite classical theory was developed in [13], the main ingredient
for quantization is the complex structure. This is the main focus of the present article.
III. CLASSICAL KLEIN-GORDON THEORY ON ADS
A. Essential geometry of AdS and Minkowski
As a preparation for the classical field theory, we summarize here the presentation in [13]. We denote by AdS what
is more precisely denoted as CAdS1,d, that is: (1+d)-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime with Lorentzian signature
in the universal covering version. Just as Minkowski spacetime, AdS then has the topology of R1+d and no closed
timelike curves. We only consider AdS with odd spatial dimension d ≥ 3. We use global coordinates with the time
coordinate t ∈ (−∞,+∞), a radial coordinate ρ ∈ [0, ιpi
2
), and denote the (d−1) angular coordinates on Sd−1 collectively
by Ω. In contrast to Minkowski spacetime, AdS at ρ = ιpi/2 has a timelike boundary, which we denote by ∂AdS.
Its topology is that of a hypercylinder: ∂AdS = Rt×Sd−1. As already indicated, we are interested in two distinct
ways that the ”region” of ”all of AdS” can be obtained: The first (corresponding to the usual S-matrix approach)
is the limit t0 → ∞ of the region MAdS[−t0,+t0] consisting of the time-interval [−t0,+t0], extended over all of space. The
second is the limit ρ0 → ιpi2 of the rod region MAdSρ0 , given by the interior of the hypercylinder of radius ρ0. With RAdS
denoting the curvature radius of AdS and ds2Sd−1 the metric on the (d−1)-dimensional unit sphere, the AdS metric
writes ds2AdS =
R2AdS
cos2ρ
(−dt2 + dρ2 + sin2ρ ds2Sd−1).
In order to consider the limit of large curvature radius RAdS, we introduce the rescaled global coordinates r := RAdS ρ
with r ∈ [0, ιpi2 RAdS) and τ := RAdS t with τ ∈ (−∞,+∞). Then, for large RAdS the AdS metric approximates the
Minkowski metric in the rescaled coordinates τ and r, that is: ds2AdS −→flatlim. ds2Mink = −dτ2 +dr2 + r2 ds2Sd−1 . Therefore
6the large-RAdS limit is also called flat limit. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on AdS is AdS = R−2AdS
(− cos2ρ ∂2t +
cos2ρ ∂2ρ +
(d−1)
tan ρ ∂ρ + tan
−2ρ Sd−1
)
, and as its flat limit we obtain the Laplace-Beltrami on Minkowski spacetime
AdS −→flatlim. Mink = −∂2τ + ∂2r + (d−1)r ∂r + r−2 Sd−1 .
On AdS we have the following Killing vector fields with j, k ∈ {1, . . . , d}: the time translation Kd+1,0 = ∂t, the
rotations Kjk = ξj∂ξk − ξk∂ξj (with ξj the constrained coordinates ξ2 = 1 on Sd−1), and two kinds of boosts:
the ”0-boosts” K0j = −ξj cos t sin ρ ∂t − ξj sin t cos ρ ∂ρ − sin tsin ρ (∂ξj − ξjξi ∂ξi) and the ”(d+1)-boosts” Kd+1,j =
−ξj sin t sin ρ ∂t + ξj cos t cos ρ ∂ρ + cos tsin ρ (∂ξj − ξjξi ∂ξi). The AdS Killing vectors are the generators of the isometry
group SO(2, d) of AdS1,d. In the flat limit the AdS Killing vectors become the Minkowski Killing vectors: the AdS
time-translation becomes the Minkowski one: Kd+1,0 −→flatlim. RAdS ∂τ , ditto the rotations: Kjk −→flatlim. ξj∂ξk − ξk∂ξj , while
the AdS (d+1)-boosts become Minkowski xj-translations: Kd+1,j −→flatlim. RAdS
(
ξj ∂r +
1
r (∂ξj − ξjξi ∂ξi)
)
, and the AdS
0-boosts become Minkowski boosts in the (t, xj)-plane: K0j −→flatlim. − ξj r ∂τ − ξj τ ∂r − τr (∂ξj − ξjξi ∂ξi).
B. Classical Klein-Gordon solutions on AdS
The action for a free, real, scalar field φ(x) on AdS is S(φ) =
∫
dd+1x
√|g | 12 [−gµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ) −m2φ2], with m the
field’s mass, and its Euler-Lagrange equation is the free Klein-Gordon equation 0 = (−AdS + m2)φ. We are only
interested in solutions which are well-defined and bounded on our respective AdS regions or their boundaries. We
need two types of modes which we call hypergeometric Sa and Sb-modes:
µ(S,a)ωlml (t, ρ,Ω) = e
−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
a
ωl(ρ) µ
(S,b)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω) = e−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
b
ωl(ρ). (14)
Therein, Y mll (Ω) denote the hyperspherical harmonics, and with F (a, b; c; x) denoting the hypergeometric function,
we use the linear independent radial functions
Saωl(ρ) = sin
lρ cosm˜+ρ F (αS,a, βS,a; γS,a; sin2ρ) Sbωl(ρ) = −(sin ρ)2−l−dcosm˜+ρ F (αS,b, βS,b; γS,b; sin2ρ). (15)
The hypergeometric parameters therein are given by
αS,a = 12 (l+m˜+−ω) βS,a = 12 (l+m˜++ω) γS,a = l+ d2 m˜+ = d2 +ν (16)
αS,b = αS,a−γS,a+1 βS,b = βS,a−γS,a+1 γS,b = 2− γS,a ν =
√
d2/4 +m2R2AdS.
Whenever the frequency ω is one of the discrete values dubbed magic frequencies in [21]: ω+nl = 2n+ l+ m˜+, then the
Sa-modes take on a special form called (ordinary) Jacobi modes, because the hypergeometric function then writes as
a Jacobi polynomial:
µ(+)nlml (t, ρ,Ω) = µ
(S,a)
ω+nllml
(t, ρ,Ω) = e−iω
+
nlt Y mll (Ω) J
(+)
nl (ρ) . (17)
The Jacobi modes are well-defined and bounded both on time axis and boundary. We call µ(+)nlml (t, ρ,Ω) positive
frequency modes and µ(+)nlml (t, ρ,Ω) negative frequency modes. By P
(a,b)
n (x) we denote the Jacobi polynomials, by (a)n
the Pochhammer symbols, and then
J (+)nl (ρ) =
n!
(l+d/2)n
sinlρ cosm˜+ρ P (l+d/2−1,ν)n (cos 2ρ). (18)
The hypergeometric Sa and Sb-modes are evanescent modes (except for the magic frequencies): when approaching
the boundary ρ = ιpi2 they grow like exp(ρ˜(ν − d2 )), wherein ρ˜ is a radial coordinate of noncompact range ρ˜ ∈ [0,∞).
On the time axis ρ ≡ 0 the Sa-modes are regular (like Bessel modes on Minkowski spacetime) while the Sb-modes
are singular there (like Neumann modes on Minkowski spacetime). Since we wish to consider asymptotic solutions,
the latter are also important. More explicitly, when we consider the case of KG theory with some source field of
compact support (say within some hypercylinder surface Σρ0), then any solution of this inhomogeneous KG equation
coincides with some free solution outside of the source region. This free solution generically contains regular and
singular modes.
We proceed to compile which solutions are admissible on time-interval and rod regions, and near their boundaries.
For the rod region MAdSρ0 = Rt×Bd−1ρ0 , we need solutions that are bounded for all of time while in space we only need
them bounded on [0, ρ0]. The solutions with these properties are precisely the hypergeometric Sa-modes. We expand
7an arbitrary complexified KG solution φ (see e.g. Section 2.3 in [17]) on the rod region as an integral over these modes,
which we call rod expansion (φ(t, ρ,Ω) becomes real if and only if φS,aωlml = φ
S,a
−ω,l,−ml):
φ(t, ρ,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
φS,aωlml µ
(S,a)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω) . (19)
This determines the space LAdSρ0 of KG solutions for the rod region. If we consider solutions near the boundary
hypercylinder of the rod, then again we need them bounded for all of time but in space only for an interval like
(ρ0−, ρ0 +). Thus we can use Sa and Sb-modes here, with the frequency ω being real. We expand an arbitrary
complexified KG solution φ near the rod’s boundary as an integral over these modes, which we call S-expansion (iff
φS,aωlml = φ
S,a
−ω,l,−ml and the same for φ
S,b
ωlml
, then φ(t, ρ,Ω) is real):
φ(t, ρ,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(
φS,aωlml µ
(S,a)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω) + φS,bωlml µ
(S,b)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω)
)
. (20)
This determines the space LAdS∂ρ0 of KG solutions on the boundary of the rod region, the hypercylinder. For the
time-interval region MAdS[t1,t2] = [t1, t2]×B
d−1
ιpi/2, that is: time interval times all of space, we need KG solutions that are
bounded on all of space. Thus we can only use Jacobi modes here, and expand any complexified KG solution φ as a
sum of Jacobi modes, which we call ordinary Jacobi expansion (iff φ+nlml = φ
−
nlml
, then φ(t, ρ,Ω) becomes real):
φ(t, ρ,Ω) =
∑
nlml
(
φ+nlml µ
(+)
nlml
(t, ρ,Ω) + φ−nlml µ
(+)
nlml
(t, ρ,Ω)
)
. (21)
This determines the space LAdS[t1,t2] of KG solutions for the time-interval region M
AdS
[t1,t2]
. At the same time, this is also
the space LAdSt of KG solutions near an equal-time hypersurface. The space of solutions near the boundary of the
time-interval region then consists of two copies of LAdSt as in LAdS∂[t1,t2] = L
AdS
t1 ⊕ LAdSt2 . The ordinary Jacobi modes are
propagating modes, well-defined on the whole spacetime. Since the Jacobi modes are special cases of the Sa-modes,
the space of KG solutions on time-interval regions is contained in the space of solutions on a rod regions as a subspace.
We recall the symplectic structures obtained in [13] for the spaces LAdSt and LAdSρ :
ωt(η, ζ) = − 12
∫
Σt
dρ dΩ Rd−1AdS tan
d−1ρ
(
η ∂tζ − ζ ∂tη
)
(t, ρ,Ω) (22)
= iRd−1AdS
∑
nlml
ω+nlN+nl
(
η−nlml ζ
+
nlml
− η+nlml ζ−nlml
)
, (23)
ωρ(η, ζ) =
1
2
∫
Σρ
dt dΩ Rd−1AdS tan
d−1ρ
(
η ∂ρζ − ζ ∂ρη
)
(t, ρ,Ω) (24)
= ιpiRd−1AdS
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(2l+d−2)
(
ηS,aωlml ζ
S,b
−ω,l,−ml − η
S,b
ωlml
ζS,a−ω,l,−ml
)
. (25)
Therein, N+nl is a factor arising from the radial integration of the Jacobi modes (17) in ωt:
N+nl :=
ιpi/2∫
0
dρ tand−1ρ
(
J (+)nl (ρ)
)2
=
n! Γ(γS,a)2 Γ(n+ν+1)
2ω+nl Γ(n+γ
S,a) Γ(n+ν+γS,a)
. (26)
Note that despite the labels t and ρ, both ωt and ωρ are independent of the values of the time t respectively the
radius ρ. The invariance under all isometry actions of AdS has been shown for both symplectic structures in [13].
The corresponding expressions for the field theory on Minkowski spacetime are listed in Appendix A.
IV. TOWARDS S-MATRICES ON ADS VIA COMPLEX STRUCTURES
A. Isometries and complex structure
As recalled in Section IIA, a key ingredient in the quantization of a classical field theory is the complex structure
[22]. It has to be compatible with the symplectic structure encoding classical dynamics, yielding the inner product (11)
8on L, which in turn determines the Fock space of states. To make spacetime symmetries of the classical theory also
symmetries of the quantum theory, the complex structure should be invariant under these. In Minkowski spacetime
with its isometry group of Poincaré transformations, the complex structure on an equal-time hypersurface is essentially
uniquely determined by these requirements. For spacelike hypersurfaces in more general curved spacetimes the
situation is more complicated [22].
In the standard approach, the space Lt where the complex structure lives is thought of as a space of global solutions.
It is then clear how isometries act and what isometry invariance of the complex structure means. In contrast, in the
GBF that we make use of here, the complex structure is seen as intrinsically associated to the hypersurface and to
solutions in its neighborhood. There is a straightforward action then only for isometries that map the hypersurface to
itself. If we restrict to infinitesimal isometries, however, the fact that solutions are defined not only on the hypersurface
itself, but on a neighborhood, is enough to make their actions well defined. (In this way the isometry invariance of
symplectic structures on hypersurfaces on AdS was understood in [13].)
The complex structure for KG theory on the hypercylinder in Minkowski spacetime has this same essential unique-
ness property, as exhibited implicitly in [5] and explicitly in [12] for propagating solutions. This gives additional
motivation for pursuing the same isometry invariance criterion for selecting reasonable complex structures on AdS
spacetime.
B. Minkowski limit and amplitude equivalence
Since QFT in Minkowski spacetime is much better understood than in curved spacetime, we shall make use of the
fact that Minkowski spacetime arises from AdS in a flat limit, in the sense of Section IIIA. Concretely, we shall require
that the flat limit of the AdS amplitudes reproduces the respective Minkowski amplitudes. From (12) and (13) it is
easy to see that this holds, if for Klein-Gordon solutions on AdS the flat limit of the inner product g is the same as the
Minkowski inner product of the solutions’ flat limits. In turn, this holds if the limit of the AdS complex structure is
the Minkowski complex structure for the relevant class of hypersurfaces, as sketched in diagrams (33) and (55). This
turns out to make sense for both equal-time hypersurfaces and hypercylinders, yielding a limit both on rod regions
and on time-interval regions, which we work out in Sections VG and VA1 respectively.
As mentioned in Section IIC the standard asymptotic time-interval geometry and the asymptotic rod geometry
lead to equivalent amplitudes in Minkowski spacetime [7]. On the other hand, the corresponding geometries are
inequivalent in AdS. In particular, the relevant asymptotic solution spaces are rather different. The space LAdSρ of
solutions on the hypercylinder is continuous, while the space LAdSt1 ⊕LAdSt2 of solutions on the boundary of a time-interval
is much smaller and discrete. In particular, there can be no amplitude equivalence. However, it turns out that there
is a suitable embedding of the discrete space LAdSt1 ⊕ LAdSt2 into the continuous one LAdSρ allowing for a weak form of
amplitude equivalence, which we work out in Section VC. What is more, this weak amplitude equivalence can in the
flat limit be brought into congruence with the (strong) amplitude equivalence in Minkowski spacetime. The ensuing
relations between amplitudes (and thus complex structures) are illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Relations of amplitudes for time-interval and rod regions on AdS and Minkowski spacetime.
We proceed to explain in more detail how amplitude equivalence relates complex structures. Suppose we have two
spacetime regions M , N to describe the same physics in the interior (of both). (This is illustrated for a time-interval
9and a rod region in Figure 2.) Comparing solutions outside the regions (or asymptotically) should yield an equivalence
between the boundary solution spaces L∂M and L∂N . The symplectic structures on the boundaries should be the
same under this equivalence,
ω∂M (φ1, φ2) = ω∂N (φ1, φ2), (27)
for “outside” solutions φ1, φ2. While this equality follows straightforwardly from Lagrangian field theory for compact
regions, the case of non-compact regions is less trivial. To obtain equality of the inner products on ∂M and ∂N under
the equivalence we require in addition,
ω∂M (φ1, J∂Mφ2) = ω∂N (φ1, J∂Nφ2). (28)
This means that the complex structures on L∂M and L∂N need to be related by the same map between L∂M and L∂N
that establishes the equivalence. A trouble with this setting is that the nature of the spaces L∂M and L∂N depends
itself on the choice of complex structure. This is so because L∂M and L∂N are supposed to be Hilbert (or Krein)
spaces with their inner products. Thus, the complex structure itself determines to some extent what is the nature of
the elements in L∂M and L∂N . Usually, these are some kind of L2 spaces, i.e., the elements are equivalence classes of
square integrable functions.
On the other hand, the spaces of free solutions in the interior of M and of N , LM˜ and LN˜ should coincide
by assumption. Moreover, these must give rise to Lagrangian subspaces of L∂M and L∂N . We also recall the
decomposition L∂M = r(LM˜ ) ⊕ J∂Mr(LM˜ ) and the corresponding one for N . We thus see that it is sufficient to
require the equality (28) for elements of LM˜ = LN˜ . Suppose in particular that the complex structure on L∂M is
given and we wish to construct an equivalent one on L∂N . Once we have chosen a complement of r(LN˜ ) in L∂N this
equivalent complex structure on L∂N is completely determined by equation (28) on LM˜ = LN˜ .
Figure 2. Time-interval and rod regions with source µ.
V. COMPLEX STRUCTURES FOR KLEIN-GORDON SOLUTIONS ON ADS
For the time-interval region, the amplitudes ρt are determined by the real inner product gt. The boundary of this
region are equal-time hypersurfaces, and gt is determined by the complex structure Jt associated to these hypersurfaces.
Here, there is a long-known standard choice for Jt and therefore we only need to check that it commutes with the
isometries and has the correct flat limit.
For the rod region, the amplitudes ρρ are determined by the real inner product gρ. The boundary of this region is
a hypercylinder, and gρ is determined by the complex structure Jρ associated to this hypersurface. Since here there
is no standard choice, we need to construct it. With this goal we implement the requirements of Section IV in the
following sequence. First, we impose commutation of Jρ with the isometries’ actions, because this already fixes the
form of Jρ to a great degree. Using this preliminary form we implement a weak version of amplitude equivalence,
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because this completely fixes the action of Jρ on the Jacobi modes (the modes with magic frequencies ω+nl). Then,
we present two choices how to extend the action of Jρ to all real frequencies ω (that is, two ways of completely fixing
Jρ) and study their properties.
A. Complex structure for time-interval regions
We start by considering the complex structure Jt for equal-time hyperplanes. In terms of the parametrization (21)
of solutions this takes the form: (
Jt φ
)±
nlml
= −iφ±nlml . (29)
This is in complete analogy to the standard case of equal-time hyperplanes in Minkowski spacetime. It can be seen as
an instance of the standard complex structure Jt = Lt/
√
−L2t of Ashtekar and Magnon [22] for stationary spacetimes
(Lt is the Lie derivative in direction of the unit normal to Σt). This operator is defined by its eigenvalues ∓i when
acting on a mode with frequency ω ≷ 0, inducing thereby the above action in the momentum representation. Using
the Jacobi expansion (21) and symplectic structure ωt of (23), it is straightforward to verify that this Jt fulfills the
essential properties of J2 = −1, compatibility with ωt, and maps real solutions to real solutions. Using (C1), (C3)
and (C5), it is also straightforward to check that this Jt indeed commutes with with all isometries of AdS. The real
inner product gt for the equal-time hypersurface induced by this Jt through gt(η, ζ) = 2ωt(η, Jtζ) is given by
gt(η, ζ) = R
d−1
AdS
∑
nlml
{
η−nlml ζ
+
nlml
+ η+nlml ζ
−
nlml
}
n! Γ(γS,a)2 Γ(n+ν+1)
Γ(n+γS,a) Γ(n+ν+γS,a)
(30)
= Rd−1AdS
∑
nlml
{
η−nlml ζ
+
nlml
+ η+nlml ζ
−
nlml
}
Γ(γS,a)2
Γ(1−αS,b) Γ(βS,b)
Γ(1−αS,a) Γ(βS,a) . (31)
In the last line, the parameters αS,·, βS,· and γS,a are understood as evaluated at the respective values of l and at
positive magic frequencies ω = +ω+nl. The last line results from the first by plugging in relations (16). For a real
solution φ with φ−nlml = φ
+
nlml
we obtain from (30) using N+nl from (26):
gt(φ, φ) =
∑
nlml
4ω+nlR
d−1
AdSN+nl
∣∣∣φ+nlml ∣∣∣2 , (32)
which is positive for all Jacobi modes (since N+nl is always positive). The same happens of course for the real inner
product gt on a Minkowski equal-time hyperplane. gt is positive definite for AdS as for Minkowski spacetime.
1. Flat limits of time-interval amplitudes
A good choice of the complex structure Jt for AdS should induce a real inner product gt whose flat limit recovers the
Minkowskian gt, thereby letting the amplitude (12) for the AdS time-interval reproduce the Minkowskian time-interval
amplitude in the flat limit. Our goal is thus to recover in the flat limit the gt for two solutions near an equal-time plane
in Minkowski spacetime given in (A4). Since near an equal-time plane on AdS only the Jacobi modes are well-defined
(the modes with magic frequencies ω+nl), our limit is discrete: it maps the discrete magic frequencies of the AdS theory
to discrete frequencies of the Minkowski theory. For RAdS → ∞ the Minkowski frequencies become dense. We start
with the real inner product (30) for AdS, and inserting the flat Jacobi representation (B4), with (26) we obtain
gt(η, ζ) =
∑
nlml
(
ηF,−p˜lml ζ
F,+
p˜lml
+ ηF,+p˜lml ζ
F,−
p˜lml
)
Rd−3AdS
n! Γ(γS,a)2 Γ(n+ν+1)
Γ(n+γS,a) Γ(n+ν+γS,a)
(pRnl)
2l 8(ω+nl)
2
ιpi ((2l+d−2)!!)2 .
Setting d = 3, and using that for odd k we have k!! = Γ( k
2
+1)2
k+1
2 /
√
ιpi, we get
gt(η, ζ) =
∑
nlml
(
ηF,−p˜lml ζ
F,+
p˜lml
+ ηF,+p˜lml ζ
F,−
p˜lml
)
Γ(n+1) Γ(n+ν+1)
Γ(n+l+ 3
2
) Γ(n+ν+l+ 3
2
)
(pRnl)
2l 8(ω+nl)
2
22l+2
.
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In the next lines we perform the flat limit, which involves ν → mR (wherein, R is short for RAdS) and making the
sum into an integral. To this end, from ω+nl := m˜+ +2n+ l we also substitute n → 12 (ω+nl− m˜+− l). Since ω+nl ≥ m˜+
and thus ω˜ > m, for large R here we have no negative signs in the Gamma’s arguments.
gΣt(η, ζ) =
∑
lml
∆ω+nl=2∑
ω+nl
(
η˜F,−p˜lml ζ˜
F,+
p˜lml
+ η˜F,+p˜lml ζ˜
F,−
p˜lml
)
(pRnl)
2l 8(ω+nl)
2
R2 22l+2
Γ( 1
2
(ω+nl−ν−l+ 12 ))
Γ( 1
2
(ω+nl−ν+l+ 32 ))
Γ( 1
2
(ω+nl+ν−l+ 12 ))
Γ( 1
2
(ω+nl+ν+l+
3
2
))
−→flatlim.
∑
lml
∞∫
0
dp˜
R
2
p˜
ω˜p˜
(
η˜F,−p˜lml ζ˜
F,+
p˜lml
+ η˜F,+p˜lml ζ˜
F,−
p˜lml
)
p2l 8(ωp)
2
R2 22l+2
Γ( 1
2
(R(ω˜−m)−l+ 1
2
))
Γ( 1
2
(R(ω˜−m)+l+ 3
2
))
Γ( 1
2
(R(ω˜+m)−l+ 1
2
))
Γ( 1
2
(R(ω˜+m)+l+ 3
2
))
≈
∑
lml
∞∫
0
dp˜
(
η˜F,−p˜lml ζ˜
F,+
p˜lml
+ η˜F,+p˜lml ζ˜
F,−
p˜lml
)
p˜
ω˜p˜
p2l 4(ωp)
2
R 22l+2
(
1
2R(ω˜−m)
)−l− 12( 1
2R(ω˜+m)
)−l− 12
Now we can simplify
(
1
2R(ω˜−m)
)−l− 12 ( 1
2R(ω˜+m)
)−l− 12 = ( 14R2(ω˜2−m2))−l− 12 = 22l+1 p−2l−1, giving us
gΣt(η, ζ) −→flatlim.
∑
lml
∞∫
0
dp˜ 2ω˜p˜
(
η˜F,−p˜lml ζ˜
F,+
p˜lml
+ η˜F,+p˜lml ζ˜
F,−
p˜lml
)
.
This is precisely the real inner product (A4) for two solutions near a Minkowski equal-time hyperplane. Further,
using the flat Jacobi expansion it is easy to verify that for equal-time hypersurfaces the complex structure and the
flat limit ”commute” because for both Minkowski and AdS we use a parametrization making the complex structure
take the form (Jtφ)± = −iφ±. That is, the standard complex structures make the below diagram commutative.
φAdS JAdSt φ
AdS
φMink JMinkt φ
Mink
-J
AdS
t
?
disc. flat lim.
?
disc. flat lim.
-J
Mink
t
(33)
B. Constructing Jρ: essential properties and isometry-invariance
Since the most general form of the complex structure Jρ is rather unwieldy, we accommodate it in Appendix D and
constrain it considerably therein through the following steps. First, we require Jρ to fulfill the essential properties:
J2ρ = −1, compatibility ωρ(Jρ ·, Jρ ·) = ωρ(·, ·) with the symplectic structure ωρ of (25), and mapping real solutions
φ to real solutions Jρφ. Second, we require Jρ to commute with those AdS isometries, that map the hypercylinder to
itself, that is: time translations and spatial rotations. In (D4) these steps result in the following simpler form for the
complex structure of an AdS hypercylinder:(
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
=jS,aaωl φ
S,a
ωlml
+jS,abωl φ
S,b
ωlml
(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
=jS,baωl φ
S,a
ωlml
−jS,aaωl φS,bωlml
(
jS,aaωl
)2
=−jS,abωl jS,baωl −1. (34)
That is, the action of Jρ is determined by the choice of factors j
S,··
ωl . By plugging this into the symplectic structure
(25), we can read off that the induced real inner product gρ(·, ·) = 2ωρ(·, Jρ ·) becomes positive definite for modes
µ
S,a/b
ωlml
whenever we have jS,abωl < 0 with j
S,ba
ωl > 0. So far, nothing forces the diagonal element j
S,aa
ωl to vanish. The
form (34) already lets Jρ commute with time-translations and spatial rotations. Requiring in addition commutation
with the boost actions (C6), amounts to imposing the additional conditions (D8)
jS,baω−1,l+1 =−jS,baωl (2l+d) (2l+d−2)(m˜++ω−l−d) (m˜+−ω+l) j
S,ba
ω+1,l+1 =−jS,baωl (2l+d) (2l+d−2)(m˜+−ω−l−d) (m˜++ω+l) , (35)
and the similar conditions (D6) for jS,abωl .
Thus, after imposing the essential properties and commuting with time-translations and rotations, for the space
of solutions near an AdS hypercylinder we have a complex structure Jρ of the form (34). Therein, for commuting
also with the boosts the factor jS,ba must obey (35) and jS,ab obey similar conditions obtained therefrom by setting
jS,ab = −1/jS,ba.
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C. Implementing weak amplitude equivalence
We proceed to implement the weak form of the amplitude equivalence between the complex structures Jρ and Jt
discussed in Section IVB. To this end we have to restrict the hypercylinder solutions to the discrete set of solutions
with magic frequencies as only for those a comparison makes sense. (Recall that this is where the adjective “weak”
comes from.) To implement this in the continuous integral expansion (20) we use delta-functions,
ξS,aωlml =
∞∑
n=0
(
ξa+n,l,mlδ(ω−ω+nl) + ξa−n,l,mlδ(ω+ω+nl)
)
(36)
ξS,bωlml =
∞∑
n=0
(
ξb+n,l,mlδ(ω−ω+nl) + ξb−n,l,mlδ(ω+ω+nl)
)
. (37)
With this the S-expansion (20) of a solution consisting of a and b-modes of only magic frequencies becomes
ξ(t, r,Ω) =
∑
l,ml
∞∑
n=0
{
ξa+n,l,ml µ
(S,a)
ω+nllml
(t, ρ,Ω) + ξa−n,l,ml µ
(S,a)
−ω+nl,l,ml
(t, ρ,Ω) (38)
+ ξb+n,l,ml µ
(S,b)
ω+nllml
(t, ρ,Ω) + ξb−n,l,ml µ
(S,b)
−ω+nl,l,ml
(t, ρ,Ω)
}
.
Let us call this the discrete S-expansion. For global solutions we have ξb±n,l,ml ≡ 0, then the Jacobi and the discrete
S-expansion are equivalent and we can translate them into each other:
ξa+n,l,ml = ξ
+
nlml
ξa−n,l,−ml = ξ
−
nlml
. (39)
Applying the equivalence equation (28) for a time-interval and a rod region, we find that amplitude equivalence
holds iff gt(η, ζ) = 12 gρ(η, ζ), for all global solutions η and ζ in AdS. To compute gρ(η, ζ) = 2ωρ(η, Jρζ) we let in the
symplectic structure (25) act on ζ a complex structure as in (D4) wherein (jS,aaωl )
2 = −jS,abωl jS,baωl − 1 ≥ 0:(
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
= jS,aaωl φ
S,a
ωlml
+ jS,abωl φ
S,b
ωlml
jS,ab−ω,l = j
S,ab
ωl(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
= jS,baωl φ
S,a
ωlml
− jS,aaωl φS,bωlml j
S,ba
−ω,l = j
S,ba
ωl .
Using the discrete S-expansion (38), for global solutions η, ζ we then obtain (going from second to third line we use
the frequency symmetry jS,ba
ω+nll
= jS,ba−ω+nll
, and in the last line the factor 12 comes from the scaling property of the Dirac
delta: δ(ω+nl − ω+n′,l) = δ(2n− 2n′) = 12 δ(n− n′)):
1
2 gρ(η, ζ) = R
d−1
AdS
∑
n,l,ml
ιpi(2l+d−2)
{
ηa+n,l,ml
(
Jρζ
)S,b
−ω+nl,l,−ml
+ ηa−n,l,−ml
(
Jρζ
)S,b
ω+nl,l,ml
− ηS,b
ω+nl,l,ml︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
(
Jρζ
)a
−n,l,−ml − η
S,b
−ω+nl,l,−ml︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
(
Jρζ
)a
+n,l,ml
}
= Rd−1AdS
∑
n,l,ml
ιpi(2l+d−2)
{
ηa+n,l,ml
(
jS,ba
ω+nll
ζS,a−ω+nl,l,−ml
− jS,aa
ω+nll
ζS,b−ω+nl,l,−ml︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
)
+ ηa−n,l,−ml
(
jS,ba
ω+nll
ζS,a
ω+nl,l,ml
− jS,aa
ω+nll
ζS,b
ω+nl,l,ml︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
)}
= Rd−1AdS
∑
n,l,ml
ιpi(2l+d−2)jS,ba
ω+nll
{
ηa+n,l,mlζ
S,a
−ω+nl,l,−ml
+ ηa−n,l,−mlζ
S,a
ω+nl,l,ml
}
= Rd−1AdS
∑
n,l,ml
ιpi
2 (2l+d−2) δ(0) jS,baω+nll
{
ηa+n,l,mlζ
a
−n,l,−ml + η
a
−n,l,−mlζ
a
+n,l,ml
}
.
That is, if our solutions consist only of magic frequency modes, then the inner product gρ on the hypercylinder has a
δ-divergence. The reason for this is the following: in the definition (24) of the symplectic structure ωρ, and thus also
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for the inner product gρ, we integrate η ∂ρζ − ζ ∂ρη over the hypercylinder, which is infinite in t-direction. However,
using only modes with the discrete magic frequencies we cannot form wave packets that are compactly supported
(resp. decay sufficiently fast) on the hypercylinder (analogous to discrete Fourier transformation). Hence the integral
diverges. On the other hand, we could have easily avoided this factor by not using the Dirac delta (distribution) but
rather its square root (distribution) in (36). That is, the issue has to do with how exactly we bring into correspondence
the modes on the hypercylinder with the modes on the equal-time hyperplane. The freedom is justified since we are
only after a weak amplitude equivalence and we shall thus remove the δ(0)-factor from here onwards. We proceed by
plugging (39) into the last line and obtain for global solutions η, ζ
1
2 gρ(η, ζ) = R
d−1
AdS
∑
n,l,ml
ιpi(γS,a−1) jS,ba
ω+nll
{
η+nlmlζ
−
nlml
+ η−nlmlζ
+
nlml
}
.
We can read off that this agrees with (30) precisely if
jS,ba
ω+nll
= jS,ba−ω+nll
=
1
ιpi(γS,a−1)
n! Γ(γS,a)2 Γ(n+ν+1)
Γ(n+γS,a) Γ(n+ν+γS,a)
(40)
= 1ιpi Γ(γ
S,a)Γ(γS,a−1) Γ(1−α
S,b) Γ(βS,b)
Γ(1−αS,a) Γ(βS,a) . (41)
(Again, the parameters αS,·, βS,· and γS,a are understood as evaluated at the respective values of l and at positive
magic frequencies ω = +ω+nl.) We observe that (40) fulfills conditions (D8) for commuting with the boosts. Because
of ηS,bωlml ≡ 0, amplitude equivalence fixes only the factor jS,ba of the complex structure while not fixing jS,aa and jS,ab
(the same happens for Minkowski spacetime). Therefore, (as for Minkowski spacetime) we choose an anti-diagonal
complex structure: jS,aaωl ≡ 0, which induces jS,ab = −1/jS,ba. This makes Jρ map a-modes to b-modes and vice
versa. This is the most direct implementation of the property that Jρ maps solutions well-defined on the whole rod
region to solutions that are well-defined only near the boundary hypercylinder.
Further, amplitude equivalence fixes jS,ba only for the discrete set of magic frequencies ±ω+nl, it remains to fix jS,ba
also for non-magic frequencies. Let us recall the properties jS,ba still has to fulfill. The first is frequency symmetry
jS,baω,l = j
S,ba
−ω,l. The second is for Jρ to commute with the boost generators also for non-magic frequencies, which
amounts to (D8). We observe that this condition only relates factors jS,ba with a discrete difference in frequency ω
and angular momentum l. This means that after fixing jS,ba for one frequency ω0 and angular momentum l0, this
condition then does not fix jS,ba for all other ω and l, but only for those that are at discrete steps from ω0 and l0.
The third requirement is that the flat limit of gρ reproduces the Minkowski real inner product gr, which is treated in
Section VG. We now define two candidate versions for jS,baωl which both commute with boosts (D8), called α-version
and β-version:
j
(α)
ωl =
Γ(γS,a) Γ(γS,a−1)
ιpi
Γ(αS,b)
Γ(αS,a)
Γ(1−βS,a)
Γ(1−βS,b) j
(β)
ωl =
Γ(γS,a) Γ(γS,a−1)
ιpi
Γ(βS,b)
Γ(βS,a)
Γ(1−αS,a)
Γ(1−αS,b) . (42)
We recall that in each line the parameters αS, · , βS, · and γS,a are calculated from ω and l. Switching the sign of ω
corresponds to interchanging α and β-parameters, and thus j(α)ω,l = j
(β)
−ω,l. The only possibility for j
S,ba to fulfill (40)
with frequency symmetry is setting
jS,ba
ω+nl,l
= j
(β)
ω+nl,l
= 1ιpi Γ(γ
S,a) Γ(γS,a−1) Γ(β
S,b)
Γ(βS,a)
Γ(1−αS,a)
Γ(1−αS,b) (43)
jS,ba−ω+nl,l
= j
(α)
−ω+nl,l
= 1ιpi Γ(γ
S,a) Γ(γS,a−1) Γ(α
S,b)
Γ(αS,a)
Γ(1−βS,a)
Γ(1−βS,b) . (44)
We recall that in (43) the parameters α, β are calculated from +ω+nl, while in (44) they derive from −ω+nl. It is actually
quite nontrivial that there exists a choice for Jρ which induces amplitude equivalence, because the factors related here
have rather different origins: The factor appearing in amplitude equivalence condition (40) stems from integrating
a global solution over an equal-time hyperplane Σt, while the factors in the boost conditions (D8) stem from boost
compatibility of the complex structure Jρ for more general solutions near a hypercylinder Σρ.
D. Two-branches choice Jtwoρ
We can define a first version for jS,ba, which we call simply jtwo, by using (43) for all positive frequencies, while
using (44) for all negative ones. That is, we use the β-version for the ”positive branch” ω > 0 of the frequency axis
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and the α-version for the ”negative branch” ω < 0. This results in a frequency symmetric expression:
jtwoωl =
Γ( 1
2
(2l+d)) Γ( 1
2
(2l+d−2))
ιpi
Γ( 1
2
(m˜++|ω|−l−d+2))
Γ( 1
2
(m˜++|ω|+l))
Γ(− 1
2
(m˜+−|ω|+l−2))
Γ(− 1
2
(m˜+−|ω|−l−d))
.
The choice jtwo commutes with time-translations and rotations (that is: with isometries mapping the hypercylinder
to itself) and induces amplitude equivalence. Alas, this choice violates the conditions (D8) for commuting with the
boosts. This breaking occurs for the boosts generators only for frequencies with |ω| < 1, because for these frequencies
the action of boosts generators creates frequencies ω±1 which cross the gluing point ω = 0. However, if we proceed to
finite boosts by taking the exponential, then there appear not only frequency shifts of ±1, but of any integer. Then,
commutation with boosts becomes lost for the whole frequency range. Moreover, this version of jtwoωl vanishes at some
frequencies and becomes singular for others. Therefore, in the next subsection we also construct a second choice for
the complex structure Jρ.
Having above considered jS,baωl , we now deal with fixing j
S,ab
ωl , which in turn fixes j
S,aa
ωl through
(
jS,aaωl
)2
=
−jS,abωl jS,baωl −1. As discussed in Section VG, requiring the flat limit of the real inner product gρ of AdS to re-
produce the Minkowski real inner product gr implies an anti-diagonal Jρ, that is: j
S,aa
ωl ≡ 0, which in turn implies
jS,abωl = −1/jS,baωl . With this, fixing jS,baωl determines Jρ completely.
E. Interlaced choice J isoρ
Now we aim to construct another version of jS,baωl , which we call simply j
iso
ωl , that commutes with the boosts for all
frequencies while respecting weak amplitude equivalence at the same time. To this end we use the fact that the boost
conditions (D8) only relate factors jS,ba with integer frequency differences. If we consider only jS,baωl with l fixed,
then these conditions relate only factors whose frequency difference is an even integer (since we have to apply them
twice to get back the original l). Our starting point are again the conditions (43) and (44), that is, jS,ba
ω+nl,l
= j
(β)
ω+nl,l
and jS,ba−ω+nl,l
= j
(α)
−ω+nl,l
. Thus, for the positive magic frequencies +ω+nl we choose the β-version, and for negative magic
frequencies −ω+nl the α-version. This does not violate the boost conditions (D8) as long as positive and negative magic
frequencies are not separated by an even integer gap. Since from the outset we only considered non-integer ν, this is
an additional condition, which implies that now we only consider values of both m˜+ and ν that are neither integer
nor half-integer.
Let us keep l fixed for the moment, for example at l = 0. The above boost compatibility conditions then induce the
β-version for all frequencies at an even integer distance from the positive magic frequencies +ω+n,0, and the α-version
for all frequencies at an even integer distance from the negative magic frequencies −ω+n,0. Apart from this discrete set
of frequencies we are at liberty to choose our jS,baωl (as long as we respect frequency symmetry and boost conditions).
We thus obtain a pattern of interlaced frequency intervals, on some of which we choose j(α)ωl while on others we choose
j
(β)
ωl . We denote the result by j
iso
ωl .
We would like our jiso to avoid zeros and also singularities if possible. For some fixed l, the α-version vanishes
if the frequency ω is either magic ω = +ω+nl, or if it is one of those which we call zero frequencies ω = +ω
0
nl =−m˜+ +d+2n+ l. The β-version vanishes if the frequency ω is either negative-magic ω = −ω+nl, or ”negative”-zero
ω = −ω0nl = +m˜+−d−2n−l. For some fixed l, the α-version becomes singular if the frequency ω is either ”sing”
ω = +ωsingnl = +m˜++2n−l−d+2 or ”ular” ω = +ωularnl = −m˜++2n−l+2. The β-version becomes singular if the frequency
ω is either ”negative-sing” ω = −ωsingnl = −m˜+−2n+ l+d−2 or ”negative-ular” ω = −ωularnl = +m˜+ − 2n + l − 2.
Unfortunately, we find that the ”negative”-zero frequencies −ω0n2,l are at an even integer distance from the ”sing”
frequencies ωsingn1,l , and the negative magic frequencies are at even integer distance from the ”ular” frequencies. This
implies, that we cannot get a jiso which gives us amplitude equivalence while avoiding zeros and singularities.
So far we have assigned the α and β-version to a discrete set of frequencies related to the magic frequencies. We
now extend this choice to all l ∈ N0 and ω ∈ R as sketched in Figure 3. Therein, we have ω on the horizontal axis
and l on the vertical. Intervals on which we choose the α-version appear in orange (lighter gray in monochrome), and
intervals with the β-version are dark green (darker gray). The extension of jisoωl must fulfill three properties: first,
include the magic frequencies as in (43) and (44). Second, be frequency-symmetric: jisoωl = j
iso
−ω,l. Third, the pattern
of interlaced intervals where we choose the α and β-versions must be translation-invariant for steps of 2 in ω-direction
and l-direction. This is necessary in order to comply with the boost conditions (D8), which relate jS,baωl to j
S,ba
ω±2,l
and jS,baω,l±2. The simplest solution to these three properties is for l = 0 to associate the interval ( bm˜+c, dm˜+e ] to
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the β-version. We use the standard notation of bxc for the floor function (largest integer ≤ x), and dxe for ceiling
(smallest integer ≥ x). This choice already determines all other intervals through the boost conditions: the α and
β-version alternate both horizontally (ω-direction) and vertically (l-direction), see again Figure 3. In the (ω, l)-plane
let us denote by Iβ the set of intervals associated to the β-version as described above, and by Iα the set of intervals
associated to the α-version. Then, our interlaced choice J isoρ writes as
jisoωl =
{
j
(α)
ωl (ω, l) ∈ Iα
j
(β)
ωl (ω, l) ∈ Iβ
, (45)
wherein j(α)ωl and j
(β)
ωl are those of (42). For this choice, two different patterns emerge: for ”Case α”: m˜+ ∈ (d+2n, d+
2n+1) with n ∈ N0 we have the unit interval ω ∈ (0, 1) for l = 0 associated to the α-version, as shown in Figure 3
while for ”Case β”: m˜+ ∈ (d+2n+1, d + 2n+2) we have it associated to the β-version (not shown here). The label
of the case thus refers to which version occupies the unit interval ω ∈ (0, 1) for l = 0. (We recall that d is odd, and
that we only consider values of m˜+ that are neither integer nor half-integer.) In Figure 3, the position of ω = +m˜+
is marked by a black disk, and that of ω = −m˜+ by a black circle. For d = 3 with RAdS = 1, the example in Figure
3 arises from Klein-Gordon mass m = 1 giving m˜+ ≈ 3.3. For any m˜+, our choice implies that for l = 0 the black
disk of ω = +m˜+ sits on a green (dark gray) interval of the β-version, and hence the circle of ω = −m˜+ on an orange
(light gray) interval of the α-version.
Figure 3. Interlaced complex structure J isoρ : intervals in (ω, l)-space with α and β-version of j
S,ba
ωl .
We thus have fixed completely the element jisoωl through interlacing intervals on which we choose the α respectively
β-version. While not very elegant, this is physically motivated: it makes our complex structure commute with all
isometry actions, while also respecting weak amplitude equivalence. As for J twoρ , we choose an anti-diagonal J isoρ , that
is: jS,aaωl ≡ 0, which in turn implies jS,abωl = −1/jS,baωl .
F. Sign of the real inner product gρ
The amplitudes (12) are determined by the real inner product (11), which is in turn determined by the complex
structure J introduced in Section II. In (30) we already wrote down the real inner product gt induced by the standard
choice Jt for equal-time hypersurfaces. Then, amplitude equivalence fixes gρ and thus Jρ for the hypercylinder, but
only for the magic frequencies ω+nl. Any anti-diagonal choice like J
iso
ρ or J twoρ then further fixes the real inner product
for all frequencies ω to take the form
gρ(η, ζ) = 2ωρ(η, Jρζ) = 2 ιpiR
d−1
AdS
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(
ηaωlml (Jρζ)
b
−ω,l,−ml − ηbωlml (Jρζ)a−ω,l,−ml
)
(2l+d−2)
= 2 ιpiRd−1AdS
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(
ηaωlml ζ
a
−ω,l,−ml j
S,ba
ωl + η
b
ωlml
ζb−ω,l,−ml/j
S,ba
ωl
)
(2l+d−2). (46)
For real solutions φ we have φa−ω,l,−ml = φ
a
ωlml
and φb−ω,l,−ml = φ
b
ωlml
and thus obtain
gρ(φ, φ) = 2 ιpiR
d−1
AdS
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(∣∣∣φaωlml ∣∣∣2 jS,baωl + ∣∣∣φbωlml∣∣∣2 /jS,baωl ) (2l+d−2). (47)
We can read off that the real inner product is positive (negative) for modes with ω and l such that jS,baωl is positive
(negative). Let us have a look where this is the case. Plotting the α and β-version reveals that the β-version is
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positive for all ω ≥ (m˜+ + l) while the α-version is positive for all ω ≤ −(m˜+ + l). For all other frequencies, both
versions alternate between intervals with positive and negative sign.
Therefore, for the interlaced version jisoωl there is no simple rule telling us where it has positive or negative sign. The
only exception is that jisoωl is positive for all magic frequencies ±ω+nl. For the two-branched version jtwoωl the situation
is simpler: due to its definition, jtwoωl is positive for all frequencies with |ω| ≥ (m˜++l), while it alternates its sign for
the remaining frequencies. Hence J twoρ makes gρ positive definite for all modes with |ω| ≥ (m˜++l), while J isoρ does so
only for the Jacobi modes, that is, the modes with magic frequencies (with both Jρ letting gρ alternate sign for the
remaining frequencies).
Let us compare this to the complex structure Jr and the induced real inner product gr of a Minkowski hypercylinder
given in (A10). As for AdS, for Minkowski there is a complex structure J isor commuting with all isometries while
inducing a real inner product gisor that is not positive definite for evanescent modes but only for the propagating ones.
Further, the Minkowski hypercylinder has a complex structure Jposr inducing gposr which is positive definite for all
modes [12]. For AdS, only the two-branched choice J twoρ induces a real inner product gtwoρ that comes close to this
property: above the mass threshold |ω| ≥ (m˜++l) gtwoρ is positive definite. In Section VG we take this as a motivation
for modifying J twoρ for the remaining frequencies |ω| ≤ (m˜++l) such that the induced gρ becomes positive definite for
all modes.
We conclude this subsection by giving explicit expressions for the sign of the AdS real inner product gρ, that is,
determining where jS,baωl is positive and where negative. Combining the four relations (D7), we find that
jS,baω+2,l = j
S,ba
ωl κ
+
ωl κ
1
ωl = (m˜++ω−l−d+2) κ2ωl = (m˜+−ω+l−2) (48)
κ+ωl =
κ1ωl κ
2
ωl
κ3ωl κ
4
ωl
κ3ωl = (m˜++ω+l) κ
4
ωl = (m˜+−ω−l−d).
These expressions relate the signs of jS,baωl only for even integer frequency differences. In particular, they are fulfilled
by both the α-version j(α)ωl and the β-version j
(β)
ωl . Since j
(β)
ωl = j
(α)
−ω,l, it is sufficient to consider the signs of the
α-version. We denote by λql the unique frequency for which κ
q
ωl becomes zero (with l fixed):
λ1l = −(m˜+−l−d+2) λ2l = +(m˜++l−2) λ3l = −(m˜++l) λ4l = +(m˜+−l−d). (49)
Our starting point is that the α-version j(α)ωl is positive for all ω < λ
3
l + 2 = −m˜+ − l + 2, and we determine the sign
for ω > λ3l + 2 by counting sign changes. We observe that the α-version changes sign at each singularity and at each
zero. The singularities are caused by the factors κ3ωl and κ
4
ωl and appear to the right of λ
3
l and λ
4
l in steps of ∆ω = 2.
The zeros come from κ1ωl and κ
2
ωl and appear to the right of λ
1
l and λ
2
l , also in steps of ∆ω = 2. We use the usual
notation of bxc for the floor function (largest integer ≤ x), and θ(x) for the Heaviside step function which is 0 for all
x ≤ 0 and 1 for x > 0. With q = 1, 2, 3, 4, each κql contributes σqωl sign changes between some frequency ω > λql and
λql :
σqωl = θ(ω−λql ) b(ω−λql )/2c. (50)
The total of sign changes is the sum of the four σ’s, resulting in the following formula for the sign of the α-version:
sign j(α)ωl = (−1)σ
α
ωl σαωl = σ
1
ωl + σ
2
ωl + σ
3
ωl + σ
4
ωl. (51)
Hence the signs of choices jisoωl and j
two
ωl result to be (52), which tells us whether the AdS hypercylinder’s real inner
product gρ in (47) is positive or negative for each mode µ(S,a)ωlml and µ
(S,b)
ωlml
:
sign jisoωl =
{
(−1)σαωl (ω, l) ∈ Iα
(−1)σα−ω,l (ω, l) ∈ Iβ sign j
two
ωl =
{
(−1)σαωl ω < 0
(−1)σα−ω,l ω > 0 . (52)
G. Flat limit of rod amplitudes and Jposρ
As above for the time-interval, a good choice of the complex structure Jρ should induce a real inner product gρ
whose flat limit recovers the Minkowskian gr given in (A10), thereby making the flat limit of the AdS rod amplitude
the Minkowskian rod amplitude. This points to the complex structure Jρ of the AdS hypercylinder Σρ being anti-
diagonal, that is: jS,aaωl ≡ 0. The reason for this is that for the Minkowski hypercylinder Σr the complex structure
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Jr is anti-diagonal: jaaω˜l ≡ 0. Hence the flat limit of jS,aaωl must be zero, which indicates that is is zero already before
taking the limit.
For J twoρ we now verify whether the flat limit of the induced gρ recovers the Minkowskian gr in (A10). (This can be
done for J isoρ as well, but then only works for a discrete set of frequencies: since J isoρ depends on the frequency ω, while
J isor , see (A8), does not, there are issues with overall signs which we could resolve only for a discrete set of frequencies.
Since this is not very satisfying, here we only present the details for J twoρ .) To this end we first calculate the flat limit
of the α and β-versions j(α)ωl and j
(β)
ωl . The flat limit only affects the last two quotients of Gamma functions in (43).
Below we calculate the limit of the α-version for large R (short for RAdS), and setting d = 3:
Γ(αS,b)
Γ(αS,a)
Γ(1−βS,a)
Γ(1−βS,b) =
Γ(− 1
2
(ω−m˜++l+1))
Γ(− 1
2
(ω−m˜+−l))
Γ(− 1
2
(ω+m˜++l−2))
Γ(− 1
2
(ω+m˜+−l−3))
≈(− 12(ω−m˜+))−l(− 12(ω+m˜+))−l Γ(Xα−)Γ(Xα− + 12 ) Γ(X
α
+)
Γ(Xα+ +
1
2
)
=
(
R2
4
(
ω˜2−m2))−l Γ(Xα−)
Γ(Xα− +
1
2
)
Γ(Xα+)
Γ(Xα+ +
1
2
)
,
wherein Xα− = − 12 (ω−m˜+)− l2 − 12 and Xα+ = − 12 (ω+m˜+)− l2 +1. The calculation for the β-version yields the
same result, but with Xβ− = +
1
2 (ω−m˜+)− l2 +1 and Xβ+ = + 12 (ω+m˜+)− l2− 12 . In the flat limit, for all Xα,β± their
absolute value |X| becomes very large. Because Gamma alternates its sign for negative arguments, for large |X| with
X positive or negative we get:
Γ(X)
Γ(X + 1
2
)
≈ |X|−1/2 ·
{
−1 X ∈ (−n+ 12 ,−n+ 1) n ∈ N+
+1 else
With this we can complete the process of taking the flat limit for the α and β-version:
j
(α)
ωl −→flatlim. 1ιpi Γ(l+ 32 ) Γ(l+ 12 )
(
R
2 p˜ω˜
)−2l (
R
2 p˜
R
ω˜
)−1
qα− q
α
+ q
α
∓=
{
−1 Xα∓ ∈ (−n+ 12 ,−n+ 1)
+1 else
(53)
j
(β)
ωl −→flatlim. 1ιpi Γ(l+ 32 ) Γ(l+ 12 )
(
R
2 p˜ω˜
)−2l (
R
2 p˜
R
ω˜
)−1
qβ− q
β
+ q
β
∓=
{
−1 Xβ∓ ∈ (−n+ 12 ,−n+ 1)
+1 else
. (54)
Now we come back to the complex structure J twoρ . We aim to reproduce in the flat limit the real inner product gr
for a Minkowski hypercylinder as induced by the Minkowski Jposr , which is independent of frequency ω and angular
momentum l, and induces a positive definite gr. For the AdS hypercylinder we start with the two-branched complex
structure J twoρ . We already found that this choice does not commute with AdS boosts. Hence we let go of this
requirement (keeping thus only commutation with time translations and spatial rotations). Therefore we are no
longer tied to using the α and β-versions for all frequencies, but only for the magic ones in order to keep our weak
version of amplitude equivalence. We now make use of this freedom, with the goal of modifying J twoρ such that it
induces a positive definite gρ for all frequencies.
Like Jt in Section VA1, we need to construct a complex structure Jρ for AdS, whose action ”commutes” with the
process of taking the continuous flat limit:
φAdS Jρφ
AdS
φMink Jposr φ
Mink
-Jρ
?
cont. flat lim.
?
cont. flat lim.
-J
pos
r
(55)
Our goal is to reproduce the action (A9) of the positive definite complex structure Jposr , given in (A7), of the Minkowski
hypercylinder as the continuous flat limit of Jρφ. An anti-diagonal complex structure acts in the S-expansion as
(
Jρφ
)
(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
{
(Jρφ)
S,a
ωlml
e−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
a
ωl(ρ) + (Jρφ)
S,b
ωlml
e−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
b
ωl(ρ)
}
=
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
{ −1
jS,abωl
φS,bωlml e
−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
a
ωl(ρ) + j
S,ab
ωl φ
S,a
ωlml
e−iωt Y mll (Ω) S
b
ωl(ρ)
}
.
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Switching to the flat S-representation (B7), for d = 3 this becomes
(
Jρφ
)
(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
p˜Rω˜
(4 ιpi)
{
−T−1φF,bωlml e−iωt Y mll (Ω)
(pRω)
l
(2l+1)!!
Saωl(ρ) + T φ
F,a
ωlml
e−iωt Y mll (Ω)
(2l−1)!!
(pRω)
l+1
Sbωl(ρ)
}
.
wherein T = jS,baωl (p
R
ω)
2l+1/((2l+1)!! (2l−1)!!). Taking the flat limit we obtain
(
Jρφ
)
(t, r,Ω) −→flatlim.
∫
d ω˜
∑
l,ml
p˜Rω˜
(4 ιpi)
{
−T−1φ˜F,bωlml e−iω˜τ Y mll (Ω) ˇEl(r) + T φ˜
F,a
ωlml
e−iω˜τ Y mll (Ω) nˇEl(r)
}
.
Thus in order to reproduce the action (A9) of the Minkowski Jr, we need to fix j
S,ba
ωl such that in the flat limit the
factor T becomes unity. As found in Section VF, the α-version is positive for ω ≤ −(m˜+ + l) and the β-version is
positive for ω ≥ (m˜++l). Hence together with (53) and (54) we find that for these frequencies the flat limit of both
versions is
j
(α/β)
ωl −→flatlim. 1ιpi Γ(l+ 32 ) Γ(l+ 12 )
(
R
2 p˜
R
ω˜
)−2l−1
(56)
=(2l−1)!! (2l+1)!!
(
Rp˜Rω˜
)−2l−1
. (57)
Therein we use that for odd k we have k!! = Γ( k
2
+1) 2
k+1
2 /
√
ιpi, and thus Γ(l+ 3
2
)Γ(l+ 1
2
) = (2l−1)!! (2l+1)!!2−2l−1 ιpi.
That is: keeping the α-version for ω ≤ −(m˜+ + l) and the β-version for ω ≥ (m˜+ + l) makes the flat limit of T unity
for these frequencies. For the remaining frequencies |ω| ≤ (m˜+ + l) the most obvious choice is then
jobvωl =
1
ιpi Γ(γ
S,a) Γ(γS,a−1)
(
1
2p
R
ω
)−2l−1
(58)
=(2l+d−2)!! (2l+d−4)!! 23−d
(
pRω
)−2l−1
. (59)
Then, for these frequencies with d = 3 the factor T becomes unity trivially. This modified two-branched version shall
be called positive definite version and denoted by Jposρ with
jposωl =

j
(α)
ωl ω ≤ −(m˜++l)
j
(β)
ωl ω ≥ +(m˜++l)
jobvωl else
. (60)
We remark that jposωl > 0 for all frequencies, and thus induces a positive definite gρ. Having thus verified that our
new Jposρ commutes with the continuous flat limit, we now study whether its induced real inner product gρ is indeed
positive definite. We start with the real inner product (46) for an anti-diagonal Jρ with the solutions written in their
S-expansions. Substituting the flat S-representation (B7) yields for d = 3
gρ(η, ζ) =
∫
d ω˜
∑
l,ml
p˜Rω˜
8 ιpi
{
η˜F,aωlml ζ˜
F,a
−ω,l,−ml T + η˜
F,b
ωlml
ζ˜F,b−ω,l,−mlT
−1
}
, (61)
wherein again T = jS,baωl (p
R
ω)
2l+1/((2l+1)!! (2l−1)!!). In order to reproduce the positive definite Minkowski gr (A10),
we thus again need a jS,baωl such that in the flat limit the factor T becomes unity. Since our j
pos
ωl is constructed precisely
to fulfill this condition, we have now verified that our complex structure Jposρ in the flat limit indeed reproduces the
positive definite inner product gr of the Minkowski hypercylinder.
With this we have finished our construction of complex structures Jρ for the AdS hypercylinder. The induced real
inner product gρ = 2ωρ(·, Jρ·) then determines the free amplitudes (12) and the amplitudes for interaction with a
source field (13) for the AdS rod region. These rod amplitudes inherit the properties of the complex structure inducing
them. Hence they are weakly equivalent to the amplitudes of the time-interval region and invariant under isometries
preserving the hypercylinder (time-translations and spatial rotations). For the complex structure J iso the induced
amplitudes in addition are boost invariant, while the induced inner product gρ is not positive definite. For Jpos the
induced amplitudes are not boost invariant, but the induced inner product gρ is positive definite here. Table I sums
up all these properties. Comparing it to Table II in Appendix A, we can read off that the AdS J isoρ has the same
properties as its Minkowski counterpart, and the same holds for Jposρ .
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AdS J isoρ Jposρ
commute with time-translations X X
commute with spatial rotations X X
commute with boosts X -
weak amplitude equivalence X X
induced real inner product gρ indefinite positive-definite
flat limit J isor Jposr
only for a discrete
subset of frequencies
Table I. Properties of complex structures for AdS hypercylinder
VI. SUMMARY
The standard S-matrix is problematic in AdS spacetime. While it can be formulated (it is also reviewed in this
paper), the asymptotic states are restricted to a set of modes with discrete frequencies. A generalized notion of
S-matrix is more promising, where asymptotic states live on the hypercylinder boundary at infinite radius [11]. This
is the subject of the present paper for the case of the real scalar Klein-Gordon field. As usual in field theory, in
the quantization of the Klein-Gordon field there is an ambiguity which can be conveniently parametrized in terms
of a complex structure. In standard quantization in Minkowski spacetime this ambiguity is fixed by requiring the
inner product to be positive definite and to be invariant under isometries. The main focus of the present paper is
thus this complex structure in the case of AdS and for (asymptotic) fields on a hypercylinder geometry, induced by
the boundary of AdS. Given this complex structure the quantization is fixed and the generalized S-matrix can be
computed, see Section II.
For an equal-time hypersurface in AdS there is a standard complex structure Jt, given in (29) of Section VA.
The latter is fixed by positive definiteness and isometry invariance. This is analogous to standard quantization in
Minkowski spacetime, but with the crucial difference that this works in AdS only for a discrete set of field modes with
discrete frequencies, called magic frequencies here. Consequently the standard S-matrix on AdS is restricted to these
discrete modes. For the AdS hypercylinder geometry (used for the generalized continuum-mode S-matrix) we find
that there is no complex structure that is both isometry invariant and leads to a positive definite inner product for the
whole continuum of modes. However, there are complex structures that partially satisfy these properties. Moreover,
there are additional desirable properties for the complex structure that we take into account, see Section IV: One is
an equivalence to the standard complex structure on equal-time hypersurfaces for the subset of modes with magic
frequencies. We call this weak amplitude equivalence. The other is the recovery of known complex structures on
Minkowski spacetime in the limit that AdS becomes flat and the solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation become
solutions on Minkowski spacetime. We call this the flat limit for brevity.
We show that there is a class of complex structures on the AdS hypercylinder that is invariant under all isometries
of AdS, see Section VB. Further imposing weak amplitude equivalence motivates an interlaced construction of a
complex structure, J isoρ given in (45) of Section VE. This retains full isometry invariance and satisfies weak amplitude
equivalence as well. A disadvantage is that it leads to an indefinite inner product on the space of modes and thus
also on the space of quantum states. The space of quantum states is thus a Krein space rather than a Hilbert space.
While this introduces a superselection rule, it does not spoil the probability interpretation of quantum theory [15].
If instead we do not insist on full isometry invariance, but only on invariance with respect to isometries of the
AdS hypercylinder (time-translations and spatial rotations), we obtain a complex structure Jposρ given in (60) of
Section VG, that yields a positive definite inner product. What is more, in the flat limit, this reproduces a complex
structure on the Minkowski hypercylinder [12] which is equivalent there to the standard quantization for propagating
modes. Table I in Section V shows a summary of the properties of these complex structures. This is to be compared
to complex structures in Minkowski spacetime, see Table II in Appendix A.
We have identified the key requirements and desirable properties for complex structures on the AdS hypercylinder,
surveyed the space of complex structures that satisfy much of these and identified candidates that are particularly
interesting. It remains to understand, from a physical perspective, the differences between these candidates and their
respective induced scattering theories. In this direction we only point out here the intimate relationship between
complex structures and Feynman propagators [18, 19]. Much remains to be done in order to reach a satisfactory
understanding of quantum field theory in AdS spacetime.
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Appendix A: Klein-Gordon theory on Minkowski spacetime
On Minkowski spacetime the solutions allowed on time-interval and rod regions and their boundaries are similar to
the AdS ones. To the hypergeometric Sa-modes on AdS correspond the Bessel modes on Minkowski, which are always
regular on the time axis. For expanding a solution on a Minkowski time-interval region we use the Bessel modes
µ(j)plml (t, r,Ω) :=
2p√
2 ιpi
e−iEptY mll (Ω) jl(pr), (A1)
wherein Ep :=
√
p2+m2 and thus here E2p > m2. These modes decay for large radius, and are well-defined on all
of Minkowski spacetime (like the Jacobi modes on AdS). The expansion of a complexified solution φ on a Minkowski
time-interval is then
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∞∫
0
dp
∑
l,ml
(
φ+plmlµ
(j)
plml
(t, r,Ω) + φ−plml µ
(j)
plml
(t, r,Ω)
)
. (A2)
The complex structure Jt of a Minkowski equal-time plane is the standard one [22]:
(Jtφ)
±
plml
= −iφ±plml . (A3)
The induced real inner product is,
gt
(
η, ζ
)
:= 2ωt
(
η, Jtζ
)
=
∞∫
0
dp
∑
l,ml
2Ep
(
η−plml ζ
+
plml
+ η+plml ζ
−
plml
)
. (A4)
For expanding a solution on a Minkowski rod region we need modes that are regular on the time axis. However, we
do not need them regular on all of space, and hence we can now allow also the Bessel modes with E2 < m2, which
grow exponentially for large radius. Here we define the Bessel modes as µ(a)Elml (t, r,Ω) :=
pRE
4 ιpi
e−iEtY mll (Ω) ˇEl(r) and
Neumann modes as µ(b)Elml (t, r,Ω) :=
pRE
4 ιpi
e−iEtY mll (Ω) nˇEl(r), wherein p
R
E :=
√|E2−m2 | and the radial functions are
ˇEl(r) =
jl(pREr) E2 > m2i−l jl(ipREr) E2 < m2 nˇEl(r) =
nl(pREr) E2 > m2il+1 nl(ipREr) E2 < m2 .
The expansion of a complexified solution φ on a Minkowski rod is then
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dE
∑
l,ml
φaElmlµ
(a)
Elml
(t, r,Ω). (A5)
For a solution near the boundary of a Minkowski rod we can further allow modes that diverge on the time axis. These
are the above Neumann modes. Like the Bessel modes, at large radius they decay for E2 > m2 and grow exponentially
for E2 < m2. The expansion of a complexified solution φ near a Minkowski rod’s boundary is then
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dE
∑
l,ml
(
φaElmlµ
(a)
Elml
(t, r,Ω) + φbElmlµ
(b)
Elml
(t, r,Ω)
)
. (A6)
For the complex structure Jr on the Minkowski hypercylinder we consider two choices. The first choice Jposr acts as
follows:
(Jposr φ)
a
ωlml
= −φbωlml and (Jposr φ)bωlml = φaωlml (A7)
In the GBF, this complex structure, restricted to propagating modes, has first been used implicitly in the construction
of the vacuum state in [5]. Later in [12], Jposr is given explicitly in an equivalent form for complex linear combinations
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of the modes used here. The advantage of Jposr is that it induces a positive definite real inner product gr for all
frequencies ω ∈ R. However, we later found that Jposr does not commute with the Minkowski boosts for |ω| < m. The
second choice is a complex structure J isor that does commute with the boosts. It acts as
(J isor φ)
a
ωlml
= −(±1)lφbωlml and (J isor φ)bωlml = (±1)lφaωlml , (A8)
wherein the + holds for |ω| > m and − holds for |ω| < m. In particular, both complex structures agree for propagating
modes, i.e., for |ω| > m. More details about this are to be published elsewhere. The drawback of J isor is that the
induced gr is negative definite for modes with |ω| < m for odd l, see Table II. Setting jl ≡ 1 for Jposr while jl = (±1)l
for J isor , we can write the action of Jr as
(Jrφ)(t, r,Ω) =
∞∫
0
dω
∑
lml
pRω
(4 ιpi)
jl
{
−φbωlml µ(a)ωlml(t, ρ,Ω) + φaωlml µ
(b)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω)
}
. (A9)
The induced real inner product then becomes
gr(η, ζ) =
∫
dE
∑
l,ml
pRE
8 ιpi
jl
{
ηaElmlζ
a
−E,l,−ml + η
b
Elml
ζb−E,l,−ml
}
. (A10)
For Jposr , an equivalent gr is given in [12] for complex linear combinations of the modes used here.
Minkowski J isor Jposr
commute with time-translations X X
commute with spatial rotations X X
commute with boosts X -
strong amplitude equivalence X X
induced real inner product gr indefinite positive-definite
Table II. Properties of complex structures for Minkowski hypercylinder
Appendix B: Flat limits of classical KG solutions on AdS
After the rescaled coordinates r = ρRAdS and t = τRAdS we now introduce the rescaled frequency ω˜ = ω/RAdS and
momentum p˜Rω˜ = p
R
ω/RAdS, wherein pRω =
√|ω2 −m2R2AdS | and thus p˜Rω˜ =√|ω˜2 −m2 |. As derived in [13], for d = 3 we
have the following flat limits of the radial functions:
(pRω)
l
(2l+d−2)!! S
a
ωl(ρ) −→flatlim. ˇω˜l(r) (2l+d−4)!!(pRω)l+d−2 S
b
ωl(ρ) −→flatlim. nˇω˜l(r) . (B1)
Since J (+)nl (ρ) is a special case of S
a
ωl its flat limit for d = 3 is
(pRω)
l
(2l+d−2)!! J
(+)
nl (ρ) −→flatlim. jl(p˜ω˜r) . (B2)
Further, the discrete sum over n for Jacobi modes becomes for any function f
∞∑
n=0
f(ω+nl) −→flatlim. RAdS2
∞∫
0
d p˜ p˜
ω˜p˜
f(RAdSω˜p˜), (B3)
while with R−1AdSφ˜ω˜lml = φωlml the frequency integral becomes
φ(t, ρ,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
(
φωlml f (t, ρ,Ω, ω, l,ml) + c.c.
)
=
∫
d ω˜
∑
l,ml
(
φ˜ω˜lml f (τ/RAdS, r/RAdS,Ω, ω˜RAdS, l,ml) + c.c.
)
.
Rescaling the momentum representation (where the label F stands for flat, and p˜ short for p˜nl)
φ±nlml = φ
F,±
nlml
4ω+nl√
2 ιpiRAdS
(pRnl)
l
(2l+d−2)!! φ
F,±
nlml
= R−1AdS φ˜
F,±
p˜lml
, (B4)
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gives the flat Jacobi expansion of an AdS solution on a time-interval
φ(t, ρ,Ω) =
∑
nlml
4ω+nl√
2 ιpiRAdS
(pRnl)
l
(2l+d−2)!!
(
φF,+nlml µ
(+)
nlml
(t, ρ,Ω) + φF,−nlml µ
(+)
nlml
(t, ρ,Ω)
)
. (B5)
With the above ingredients for d = 3 we then find that the flat limit of the flat Jacobi expansion becomes the
Minkowski time-interval expansion (A2):
φ(t, r,Ω) −→flatlim.
∞∫
0
d p˜
∑
l,ml
2p˜
2 ιpi jl(p˜r)
(
φ˜F,+p˜lml e
−iω˜p˜τ Y mll (Ω) + φ˜
F,−
p˜lml
eiω˜p˜τ Y mll (Ω)
)
. (B6)
We can also rescale the momentum representation of solutions on AdS rods respectively near its boundary:
φS,aωlml = φ
F,a
ωlml
p˜Rω˜
(4 ιpi)
(pRω)
l
(2l+d−2)!! φ
F,a
ωlml
= R−1AdSφ˜
F,a
ω˜lml
(B7)
φS,bωlml = φ
F,b
ωlml
p˜Rω˜
(4 ιpi)
(2l+d−4)!!
(pRω)l+d−2
φF,bωlml = R
−1
AdSφ˜
F,b
ω˜lml
.
which gives us the flat S-expansion of a solution near an AdS rod’s boundary:
φ(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
p˜Rω˜
(4 ιpi)
(
φF,aωlml
(pRω)
l
(2l+d−2)!! µ
(S,a)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω) + φF,bωlml
(2l+d−4)!!
(pRω)l+d−2)
µ(S,b)ωlml (t, ρ,Ω)
)
. (B8)
Again, for d = 3 we then find that the flat limit of the flat S-expansion becomes the expansion (A6) of a solution
near a Minkowski rod’s boundary:
φ(t, r,Ω) −→flatlim.
∫
d ω˜
∑
l,ml
p˜Rω˜
4 ιpi
(
φ˜F,aω˜lmle
−iω˜τY mll (Ω) ˇω˜l(r) + φ˜
F,b
ω˜lml
e−iω˜τY mll (Ω) nˇω˜l(r)
)
. (B9)
This completes the correspondence through the flat limit between solutions on AdS and Minkowski regions.
Appendix C: Isometry actions on AdS Klein-Gordon solutions
In order to make the complex structure commute with the actions of isometry generators on the solutions, we use
the actions computed in [13]. Let k∆t denote a finite time translation, φ a solution, and k∆t . φ denotes the new
solution obtained by k∆t acting on φ. For a solution φ on an AdS time-interval, the new momentum representation
then becomes (
k∆t .φ
)+
nlml
= eiω
±
nl∆t φ+nlml
(
k∆t .φ
)−
nlml
= e−iω
±
nl∆t φ−nlml . (C1)
For a solution φ near the boundary of an AdS rod, the new momentum representation becomes(
k∆t .φ
)S,a
ωlml
= eiω∆t φS,aωlml
(
k∆t .φ
)S,b
ωlml
= eiω∆t φS,bωlml . (C2)
Let now Rˆ(α) denote a finite rotation about angles α with respect to some fixed set of axes, and let Rˆ(α) . φ the
solution obtained by letting it act on φ. For a solution φ on an AdS time-interval, the momentum representation then
becomes (with D denoting elements of Wigner’s D-matrix)
(
Rˆ(α).φ
)+
nl l˜ml
=
∑
l˜
′
,m′l
φ+
nl l˜
′
m′l
(
Dl
l˜,˜l
′ (α)
)
mlm′l
(
Rˆ(α).φ
)−
nl l˜ml
=
∑
l˜
′
,m′l
φ−
nl l˜
′
m′l
(
Dl
l˜,˜l
′ (α)
)
mlm′l
, (C3)
For a solution φ near the boundary of an AdS rod, the momentum representation becomes
(
Rˆ(α).φ
)S,a
ωl l˜ml
=
∑
l˜
′
,m′l
φS,a
ωl l˜
′
m′l
(
Dl
l˜,˜l
′ (α)
)
mlm′l
(
Rˆ(α).φ
)S,b
ωl l˜ml
=
∑
l˜
′
,m′l
φS,b
ωl l˜
′
m′l
(
Dl
l˜,˜l
′ (α)
)
mlm′l
(C4)
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We can only give the actions for infinitesimal boosts. The action of the boost generator K0d on a solution on an AdS
time-interval writes(
K0d .φ
)+
nlml
= i2z
(+)0−
n,l+1,l˜
φ+
n,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2z
(+)−+
n+1,l−1,l˜ φ
+
n+1,l−1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(+)+−
n−1,l+1,l˜ φ
+
n−1,l+1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(+)0+
n,l−1,l˜ φ
+
n,l−1,˜l,ml(
K0d .φ
)−
nlml
=−i2z(+)0−n,l+1,l˜ φ
−
n,l+1,˜l,ml
− i2z(+)−+n+1,l−1,l˜ φ
−
n+1,l−1,˜l,ml−
i
2 z˜
(+)+−
n−1,l+1,l˜ φ
−
n−1,l+1,˜l,ml−
i
2 z˜
(+)0+
n,l−1,l˜ φ
−
n,l−1,˜l,ml .
(C5)
For a solution near an AdS rod’s boundary, the action of the boost generator K0d is(
K0d .φ
)S,a
ωlml
= i2 z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml+
i
2z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,a
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2z
(S,a)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml(
K0d .φ
)S,b
ωlml
= i2 z˜
(S,b)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(S,b)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml+
i
2z
(S,b)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,b
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2z
(S,b)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml .
(C6)
These actions are already sufficient for our purposes, because the actions of Kd+1,d are the same up to the i’s becoming
±1, and the actions of the other boosts come from commutators of these boosts and rotations, see again [13] for details.
The z-factors of the boosts write for the time-interval
z˜(+)+−
nll˜
= +(2l+d−2)χ(d−1)− (l, l˜) z˜(+)0+nll˜ = −2(n+l+m˜+)
(n+l+ d2 )
(l+ d2 )
χ
(d−1)
+ (l, l˜) (C7)
z(+)0−
nll˜
= −(2l+d−2)χ(d−1)− (l, l˜) z(+)−+nll˜ = +2n
(n+ν)
(l+ d2 )
χ
(d−1)
+ (l, l˜) ,
and for the rod’s boundary (the hyperspherical χ-factors are also given in [13], however, their inner form is not needed
for the computations of the complex structure).
z˜(S,a)+−
ωll˜
= = (2l+d−2)χ(d−1)− (l, l˜) z˜(S,a)++ωll˜ = (m˜+−ω−l−d)
(m˜++ω+l)
(2l+d)
χ
(d−1)
+ (l, l˜) (C8)
z˜(S,b)+−
ωll˜
= −(m˜+−ω+l−2) (m˜++ω−l−d+2)
(2l+d−4) χ
(d−1)
− (l, l˜) z˜
(S,b)++
ωll˜
= −(2l+d−2)χ(d−1)+ (l, l˜)
z(S,a)−−
ωll˜
= −(2l+d−2)χ(d−1)− (l, l˜) z(S,a)−+ωll˜ = −(m˜++ω−l−d)
(m˜+−ω+l)
(2l+d)
χ
(d−1)
+ (l, l˜)
z(S,b)−−
ωll˜
= (m˜++ω+l−2) (m˜+−ω−l−d+2)
(2l+d−4) χ
(d−1)
− (l, l˜) z
(S,b)−+
ωll˜
= (2l+d−2)χ(d−1)+ (l, l˜) .
Appendix D: Fixing Jρ for AdS: essentials and isometries
We use the S-expansion (20) for solutions near an AdS hypercylinder Σρ. Jρ must map solutions to solutions, and
since all solutions can be expanded in this way, the new solution Jρφ must write as an S-expansion, too:(
Jρφ
)
(t, r,Ω) =
∫
dω
∑
l,ml
((
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
µ
(S,a)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω) +
(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
µ
(S,b)
ωlml
(t, ρ,Ω).
)
(D1)
That is, we express the action of the complex structure on a solution completely in momentum space as in Jρ :
φS,aωlml → (Jρφ)
S,a
ωlml
. Requiring only R-linearity for real solutions, the most general form of Jρ is
(
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
=
∫
dω′
∑
l′,m′l
(
jS,aa
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,aω′l′m′l
+ jS,ab
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,bω′l′m′l
+ j˜S,aa
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,aω′l′m′l
+ j˜S,ab
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,bω′l′m′l
)
(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
=
∫
dω′
∑
l′,m′l
(
jS,ba
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,aω′l′m′l
+ jS,bb
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,bω′l′m′l
+ j˜S,ba
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,aω′l′m′l
+ j˜S,bb
(
ω l ml
ω′l ′m′l
)
φS,bω′l′m′l
)
.
Here, the integral kernels jS, · · are complex functions of two sets of momenta, and completely determine the complex
structure. It turned out more effective to first require Jρ to commute with time translation and rotations, and to
impose the essential properties only after doing this. Imposing thus commutation with finite time translations k∆t as
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in Jρ(k∆t.φ) = k∆t.(Jρφ), and rotations Rˆ(α) as in Jρ(Rˆ(α).φ) = Rˆ(α).(Jρφ), using actions (C2) respectively (C4),
we can get rid of the integrals above. After this straightforward calculation we obtain a much simpler form of Jρ:(
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
= jS,aaωl φ
S,a
ωlml
+ jS,abωl φ
S,b
ωlml
(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
= jS,baωl φ
S,a
ωlml
+ jS,bbωl φ
S,b
ωlml
. (D2)
This is C-linear for complex solutions, which thus we could have imposed right from the start. The complex structure is
now determined by the complex matrix elements jS,··ωl , which only depend on frequency ω and total angular momentum
l. We recall that real solutions φ are those with φS,a−ω,l ,−ml = φ
S,a
ωlml
while φS,b−ω,l ,−ml = φ
S,b
ωlml
. Plugging form (D2) into
expansion (D1), we can read off, that the condition that J must turn real solutions into real solutions becomes:
jS,aa−ω,l = j
S,aa
ωl j
S,ab
−ω,l = j
S,ab
ωl j
S,ba
−ω,l = j
S,ba
ωl j
S,bb
−ω,l = j
S,bb
ωl . (D3)
It is also straightforward to check that J2 = −1 translates into the conditions−1 = (jS,aaωl )2 + jS,abωl jS,baωl = (jS,bbωl )2 +
jS,abωl j
S,ba
ωl and 0 = j
S,ab
ωl
(
jS,aaωl + j
S,bb
ωl
)
= jS,baωl
(
jS,aaωl + j
S,bb
ωl
)
. Requiring compatibility with the symplectic structure
(25) implies the conditions 1=jS,aaωl j
S,bb
ωl − jS,baωl jS,abωl and jS,aaωl jS,baωl = jS,aaωl jS,baωl with jS,bbωl jS,abωl = jS,bbωl jS,abωl . We
further want that the real inner product gρ induced by Jρ does not vanish for any single mode: gρ(µ
S,a
ωlml
, µS,aωlml) 6= 0
and gρ(µ
S,b
ωlml
, µS,bωlml) 6= 0, which implies j
S,ab
ωl 6= 0 6= jS,baωl . This implies jS,bbωl = −jS,aaωl . Combining all above
conditions implies that all jS, · ·ωl must be real and frequency-symmetric: j
S, · ·
ωl = j
S, · ·
−ω,l . This establishes the following
complex structure:(
Jρφ
)S,a
ωlml
=jS,aaωl φ
S,a
ωlml
+jS,abωl φ
S,b
ωlml
(
Jρφ
)S,b
ωlml
=jS,baωl φ
S,a
ωlml
−jS,aaωl φS,bωlml
(
jS,aaωl
)2
=−jS,abωl jS,baωl −1. (D4)
Next, we impose also commutation with the boost actions (C6). First we compare the pair of actions(
Jρ
(
K0d .φ
))S,a
ωlml
= jS,aaωl
(
i
2 z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml+
i
2z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,a
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2z
(S,a)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml
)
+ jS,abωl
(
i
2 z˜
(S,b)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml+
i
2 z˜
(S,b)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml+
i
2z
(S,b)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,b
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2z
(S,b)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml
)
(
K0d .
(
Jρφ
))S,a
ωlml
= i2j
S,aa
ω−1,l+1z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml +
i
2j
S,aa
ω−1,l−1z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml +
i
2j
S,aa
ω+1,l+1z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,a
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2j
S,aa
ω+1,l−1z
(S,a)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,a
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml +
i
2j
S,ab
ω−1,l+1z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l+1,˜l,ml +
i
2j
S,ab
ω−1,l−1z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω−1,l−1,˜l,ml
+ i2j
S,ab
ω+1,l+1z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
φS,b
ω+1,l+1,˜l,ml
+ i2j
S,ab
ω+1,l−1z
(S,a)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ φ
S,b
ω+1,l−1,˜l,ml
We can read off that J and K0d commute, if the following equalities become fulfilled:
jS,aaωl =j
S,aa
ω−1,l+1 =j
S,aa
ω−1,l−1 =j
S,aa
ω+1,l+1 =j
S,aa
ω+1,l−1 (D5)
together with (see (C8) for the z-factors)
jS,abω−1,l+1 z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ = j
S,ab
ωl z˜
(S,b)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ j
S,ab
ω−1,l−1 z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ = j
S,ab
ωl z˜
(S,b)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ (D6)
jS,abω+1,l+1 z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
= jS,abωl z
(S,b)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
jS,abω+1,l−1 z
(S,a)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ = j
S,ab
ωl z
(S,b)+−
ω+1,l−1,l˜
Comparing in the same way the pairs of actions
(
Jρ(K0d . φ)
)S,b
ωlml
=
(
K0d . (Jρφ)
)S,b
ωlml
and
(
Jρ(Kd+1,d . φ)
)S,a
ωlml
=(
Kd+1,d . (Jρφ)
)S,a
ωlml
and
(
Jρ(Kd+1,d .φ)
)S,b
ωlml
=
(
Kd+1,d . (Jρφ)
)S,b
ωlml
, we get the additional conditions
jS,baω−1,l+1 z˜
(S,b)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ = j
S,ba
ωl z˜
(S,a)+−
ω−1,l+1,l˜ j
S,ba
ω−1,l−1 z˜
(S,b)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ = j
S,ba
ωl z˜
(S,a)++
ω−1,l−1,l˜ (D7)
jS,baω+1,l+1 z
(S,b)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
= jS,baωl z
(S,a)−−
ω+1,l+1,l˜
jS,baω+1,l−1 z
(S,b)−+
ω+1,l−1,l˜ = j
S,ba
ωl z
(S,a)+−
ω+1,l−1,l˜.
This means, that if we can find any solution jS,ab of (D6), then setting jS,ba = −1/jS,ab yields a solution of (D7).
Therefore it is sufficient to study the four conditions (D7). Plugging the values of the z-factors (C8) into them, we
25
see that shifting ω → ω+1l→ l−1 in condition one reproduces the second, and
ω → ω+1
l→ l+1 in the third reproduces the fourth. Thus
only two conditions remain which write
jS,baω−1,l+1 =−jS,baωl (2l+d) (2l+d−2)(m˜++ω−l−d) (m˜+−ω+l) j
S,ba
ω+1,l+1 =−jS,baωl (2l+d) (2l+d−2)(m˜+−ω−l−d) (m˜++ω+l) . (D8)
Further, recalling
(
jS,aaωl
)2
=−jS,abωl jS,baωl −1 from (D4), we find that conditions (D5) are met automatically, given that
(D6) and (D7) are fulfilled. Hence (D8) indeed remain the only conditions to be solved.
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